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Abstract
A new conjecture is proposed that there are two sorts of matter called s-matter and v-matter
which are symmetric and whose gravitational masses are opposite to each other, although both
masses are positive. Therefore, there are two sorts of symmetry breaking called V-breaking and S-
breaking. In the S-breaking, s-particles get their masses and form s-galaxies etc., while v-fermions
and v-gauge bosons are still massless and form v-SU(5) singlets. There is no interaction among
the v-SU(5) color-single states except gravitation so that they distribute loosely in space, cannot
be observed and cause space to expand with an acceleration. When temperature increases to the
critical temperature because space contracts, masses of all particles are zero so that s-particles and
v-particles transform from one to another and the gravitational mass density becomes negative.
Consequently, space stop to contract and inflation must occur. After reheating, space first expands
with a deceleration and then expands with an acceleration up to now. There is no space-time
singularity. There are the critical temperature, the highest temperature and the least scale in the
universe. A formula describing distance-redshift is obtained. A huge void is not empty, and is
equivalent to a huge concave lens. The densities of hydrogen in the huge voids must be much
less than that predicted by the conventional theory. The gravitation between two galaxies with
distance long enough will be less than that predicted by the conventional theory. A black hole with
its mass and density big enough will transform into a white hole. Primordial nucleosynthesis and
CMB are explained. It is possible that the universe is composed of infinite cosmic islands. The
problem of energy conservation is discussed.
Keywords: Cosmology of theories beyond the SM; Cosmic singularity; Physics of the early
universe; Inflation.
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Part I
The cosmological model without
singularity based on the RW metric
The cosmological model without singularity can be constructed based on the RW metric and
a new metric. The curvature factor K in the RW metric can be −1, 0 or 1. The difference
between the new metric and the RW metric is that K in the new metric is a function of the
gravitational mass density in comoving coordinates. In addition to the major inferences of
the first model (this model based on the RW metric), the second model (this model based
on the new metric) has new inferences. For example, the universe is composed of infinite
s-cosmic islands and v-cosmic islands according to the second model.
The present paper is composed of three parts. The first part describes the first model,
the second part explains primordial nucleosynthesis CMBR and the large scale structure,
the third part describes the second model.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL BASED ON THE RW METRIC
It is impossible to solve the space-time singularity issue and the cosmological constant
issue in the frame of the conventional theory, hence new conjectures are necessary. Based
on a new essential conjecture, we have constructed a cosmological model and solve the
two issues, well explain the evolution of the universe, primordial nucleosynthesis, cosmic
microwave background radiation (CMBR) and give new predictions.
As is now well known, there is space-time singularity under certain conditions[1]. These
conditions fall into three categories. First, there is the requirement that gravity shall be
attractive. Secondly, there is the requirement that there is enough matter present in some
region to prevent anything escaping from that region. The third requirement is that there
should be no causality violations. Because of the theorems, there must be space-time sin-
gularity in the conventional theory. On the other hand, there should be no space-time
singularity in physics. Hence this problem must be solved.
Recent astronomical observations show that the universe expanded with a deceleration
earlier while is expanding with an acceleration now. This implies that there is dark energy.
73 percent of the total energy density of the universe is dark energy density[2]. What is dark
energy? Many possible answers have been given. One possible interpretation is in terms
of the effective cosmological constant λeff = λ + ρgvac, here λ and ρgvac are the Einstein
cosmological constant and the gravitational mass density of the vacuum state, respectively.
According to the equivalence principle, ρgvac = ρvac, ρvac is the energy density of the vacuum
state, hence λeff may be written as λ + ρvac. λeff cannot be derived from basic theories
[3].
and ρvac ≫ λeff . Hence the interpretation is unsatisfactory. Alternatively, dark energy
is associated with the dynamics of scalar field φ (t) that is uniform in space[4]. This is a
seesaw cosmology[5]. Thus, discussion about the universe expansion with an acceleration is
still open to the public.
ρgvac = ρvac ≫ λeff originates from the conventional quantum field theory and the equiv-
alent principle. ρvac ≫ λeff and the singularity issue imply that the conventional theory
is not self-consistent. ρvac = 0 is a necessary result of our quantum field theory without
divergence[6]. In this theory, there is no divergence of loop corrections as well, and dark
matter which can form dark galaxies is predicted[7]. It is different from the supersymmetric
quantum field theory in which ρvac = 0 can be obtained in only some models but is not
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necessary. Thus, issue of the cosmological constant is open as well, because λeff is not still
determined.
Huge voids in the cosmos have been observed[8]. Such a model in which hot dark matter
(e.g. neutrinos) is dominant can explain the phenomenon. However, it cannot explain the
structure with middle and small scales. Why are there the huge voids? This is an open
problem as well.
We consider that all important existing forms of matter (including dark matter and dark
energy) have appeared. Hence the basic problems should be solved. As mentioned above, we
have constructed a quantum field theory without divergence which predicts that there must
be dark matter. We construct a cosmological model without singularity which can solve the
space-time singularity and cosmological constant issues and explain well the evolution of the
universe in the present paper.
The bases of the present model are the general relativity, the conventional quantum field
theory and grand unified theory (GUT ).
We consider the following condition to be necessary in order to solve the space time
singularity and the cosmological constant problems on the basis of the classical cosmology
and in the frame of the conventional quantum field theory.
Condition: There are two sorts of matter with positive masses which are symmetric, whose
gravitational masses are opposite to each other, although whose masses are all positive.
The two sorts of matter are called s−matter and v−matter, respectively. The condition
implies that if ρs = ρv, then ρgs = −ρgv, here ρg denotes a gravitational mass density, ρs > 0
and ρv > 0 and there is no negative energy or negative probability at all. The conditions
cannot be realized in the conventional theory, but can be realized in the present model. In
order to uniformly solve the above four problems consistently on one basis, we present a
new conjectures equivalent to the condition and construct two cosmological model, i.e. [9]
and this model in the present paper.
The basic idea of the present model is only conjecture 1. The present model has the
following results:
1. There is no space-time singularity. A theorem related to singularity is presented.
2. The evolution of the universe and the relation between the optical distance and the
redshift predicted by the present model are consistent with the observations up to now.
There are two sorts of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the present model because of
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conjecture 1, and they are called S − breaking and V − breaking.
According to the present model, the evolving process of space is as follows.
In the S − breaking, space contracts so that temperature T rises. When T arrives the
critical temperature Tcr, the universe is in the most symmetric state with s − SU(5) ×
v − SU(5) symmetry. When space continues to contract so that T arrives the highest
temperature Tmax, space expands and then inflates. After inflation, the state with the highest
symmetry transits to the state with the V − breaking. After reheating, space expands with
a deceleration, then expands with an acceleration up to now.
3. There are the critical temperature Tcr, the highest temperature Tmax ≥ Tcr, the least
scale Rmin > 0 and the largest energy density ρmax in the universe. Rmin and Tcr are two
new important constants, Tmax and ρmax are finite and determined by R (Tcr).
4. We generalize equations governing nonrelativistic fluid motion to present model. The
equations of structure formation have been derived out. According to the equations, galaxies
can form earlier than that in the conventional theory.
5. Three predictions are given.
6. Primordial nucleosynthesis and cosmic microwave background radiation are explained.
7. Dark energy is explained as s−matter in the V − breaking. In contrast with the dark
energy, ρsg = −ρs < 0.
8. ρgvac = ρs,vac − ρv,vac = 0 is proven, although ρvac = ρs,vac + ρv,vac is still very large.
Consequently, λeff = λ = 0.
Problems 4 and 6 will be discussed in the following paper.
In section 2, conjectures are presented; In section 3, action, energy-momentum tensor
and field equations are presented; In section 4, spontaneous symmetry breaking is given, and
evolution equations of space are derived; In section 5, temperature effects are considered; In
section 6, contraction of space, the highest temperature and inflation of space are discussed;
In section 7, evolving process of space after inflation is discussed; In section 8, expansion of
space after inflation is discussed; In section 9, new predictions and an inference are given;
Section 10 is discussion; Section 11 is the conclusions.
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II. CONJECTURES, ACTION, ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR AND FIELD
EQUATIONS
A. Conjectures
In order to solve the above problems, we propose the following conjectures:
Conjecture 1 There are two sorts of matter with positive masses which are called solid−
matter (s − matter) and void − matter (v − matter), respectively. Both are symmetric
and their contributions to the Einstein tensor are opposite each other. There is no other
interaction between both except the interaction (2.10) of s − Higgs fields and v − Higgs
fields.
Conjecture 2 When SU(5) symmetry holds and temperature is low, all particles must exist
in SU(5) color single states.
This conjecture is obviously a direct generalization of SU(3) color single states.
Other premises of the present model are the cosmological principle, the RW metric (k =
−1 in the present model) and the conventional SU(5) grand unified theory (GUT ) . But it
is easily seen that the present model does not rely on the special GUT . Provided conjecture
1 and such a coupling as (2.10) are kept, the GUT can be accepted.
All the following inferences hold when S ⇄ V and s⇆ v due to the conjecture 1.
The gravitational properties of matter and the mode of symmetry breaking determine
the features of space-time. We consider that there are only two possibilities.
A. The first possibility can be described by the conventional theory. There is only one
sort of matter so that the equivalence principle strictly holds. This theory based on the
conjecture is simple, but there must be essential difficulties. For example, there must be
the singularity and cosmological constant issues which cannot be solved in the frame of this
theory because of the Hawking theorems etc.
B. The basis of the second possibility is conjecture 1.
We explain it in detail as follows:
1. It must be emphasized that there is no negative mass or negative probability in the
present model at all. Conjecture 1 implies that ρsg = −ρvg when ρs = ρv. In the S−breaking,
ρsg = ρs ≥ 0 and ρvg = −ρv ≤ 0. Here ρg denotes a gravitational mass density. From this
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we can regard the gravitation charges of s − matter and v − matter to be opposite, i.e.
α = −β = 1, here α and β are the gravitation charges. The energy-momentum tensor
should be independent of the gravitation charges. Hence it is necessary to eliminate α and β
from the definition of Tµν by the operator (∂/α + ∂/β). Consequently, both the s− energy
and the v − energy must be positive (see (2.20)− (2.21) in detail).
2. The observation basis of conjecture 1 is that space expands with an acceleration. One
of the two sorts of matter must loosely distribute in whole space, can cause space to expand
with an acceleration and cannot be observed as so-called dark energy (see 7 below).
3. Because of conjecture 1, there must be two sorts of symmetry breaking.
Because of conjecture 1, s − Higgs fields and v − Higgs fields must be symmetric as
well. If this symmetry is not broken, s − matter and v − matter will exist in the same
form at arbitrary time and place. This implies that nature is simply duplicate. This is
impossible because nature does like duplicate. Of course, this contradicts experiments and
observations. Consequently the symmetry must be broken, i.e. 〈ωs〉0 6= 0 and 〈ωv〉0 = 0
or 〈ωv〉0 6= 0 and 〈ωs〉0 = 0, here ω denotes an arbitrary Higgs field. Thus the coupling
constant Λ etc. in (2.10) must be positive so that there must be the two sorts of breaking.
The existing probability of the S−breaking and the V −breaking must be equal because
the s−Higgs fields and the v −Higgs fields are symmetric. This equality can be realized
by two sorts of modes.
(1) The universe is composed of infinite s − cosmic islands with the S − breaking and
v−cosmic islands with the V −breaking; This possibility will be discussed in the third part
(see also Ref. [9])
(2) The whole universe is in the same breaking (e.g. the S − breaking). But one sort of
breaking can transform to another as space contracts to the least scale Rmin (see later). We
discuss the case in the present paper. The RW metric is applicable to the case.
4. S −matter and v−matter are no longer symmetric after the symmetry breaking and
there is no interaction except the gravitation among v − SU(5) color-single states.
In the S−breaking, 〈ωs〉0 6= 0 and 〈ωv〉0 = 0. Consequently, s−SU(5) is broken finally to
s−SU(3)×U(1) and v−SU(5) still strictly holds. Thus, s−particles get their masses and
form s− atoms, s− observers and s− galaxies etc.; while all v− fermions and v− gauge
bosons are massless and all v − particles must form v − SU(5) color-single states after
reheating because of conjecture 2.
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There is no interaction (e.g. electroweak) except the gravitation among v− SU(5) color-
single states, because SU(5) is a simple group. Consequently the v − SU(5) color-single
states cannot form v−atoms etc., and must distribute loosely in space as the so-called dark
energy.
Thus, in the S − breaking, s−matter is identified with the conventional matter, while
v −matter is similar to dark energy, because of the following reasons 5 and 6. In contrast
with the dark energy, the gravitational masses of v −matter is negative.
5. The equivalence principle still strictly holds for the s − particles (msg = ms), but is
violated by the v − particles (mvg = −mv) in the S − breaking. Although it is such, the
motion equations of all s − particles and all v − particles are still independent of their
masses.
In the S−breaking, there are only the s−observers and the s−galaxies, and there is no
v−observer and v−galaxy. Hence the gravitational masses of s−particles must be positive,
i.e. msg = ms > 0, while the gravitational masses of v−matter must be negative relatively
to s −matter, i.e. mvg = −mv < 0, because of conjecture 1. Thus, a s− photon falling in
a gravitational field must have purple shift, but a v − particle (there is no v − photon and
there are only v − SU(5) color single states) falling in the same gravitational field will have
‘redshift’. Although the equivalence principle is violated by v−matter in the S− breaking,
this result does not contradict any observation or experiment, because v−SU(5) color-single
states cannot be observed by an s− observer (see 6 and 7 below).
6. There is only the repulsion between s − matter and v − matter so that any bound
state is composed of only s− particles or only v − particles.
Because of conjecture 1, there is the repulsion between s −matter and v −matter and
the coupling constant of the repulsion is the same as that of the gravitation.
The interaction (2.10) is repulsive as well. The interaction (2.10) can be neglected after
reheating, because the masses of the Higgs particles Ωs and Ωv are very large after reheating.
Thus, there is no the transformation of s−particles and v−particles from one into another
in low temperatures. The interaction (2.10) is important when temperature is high enough
(T ∼ Tcr).
7. The v−SU(5) color-single states cannot be observed by an s−observer in fact, because
of the following reasons.
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As mentioned above, the v − SU(5) color-single states cannot form any atom or any
celestial body with a large mass and must distribute loosely in space because there is no
interaction except the gravitation among them. Hence the repulsion between a s− body and
the v − SU(5) color-single states must be too small for observation.
On the other hand, ρv must be very small when ρs is large because there is the repulsion
and there is only the repulsion determined by conjecture 1 between s−matter and v−matter
after reheating.
After reheating, the interaction (2.10) is too small to observation as well.
In fact, in the S − breaking, only the cosmological effects of v −matter are important
and are consistent with the observed data up to now.
It is seen from 5 − 7 that although the equivalence principle is violated by the SU(5)
singlets, but there is no contradiction with experiments and observations up to now.
8. ρs and ρv can transform from one into another by (2.10) when T ∼ Tcr, because the
expectation values of all Higgs fields and the masses of all particles are zero in this case.
Consequently, ρs and ρv can transform from one into another by (10) so that ρs = ρv,
Ts = Tv ∼ Tcr and the symmetry of v − SU(5)× s− SU(5) holds in this case. Thus space
cannot contract to infinite small and inflation must occur.
9. From (2.16) − (2.18) and (2.22) we see that T µνg;ν = 0 can be derived from the field
equation, but T µν;ν = 0 cannot be derived. This implies that there is no restriction for T
µν .
Thus, it is possible that the differential law of energy-momentum conservation T µν,ν = 0
holds, where T µν may contain the contribution of gravitational field as well.
In summary, in the S − breaking, the v − SU(5) color single states cannot be observed
and have only the cosmological effects. Conjecture 1 does not contradict any experiment
and observation up to now.
We will see in the following that the evolution of the universe can be well explained and
the singularity and cosmological constant issues can be solved.
B. Action
It is impossible that there are simultaneously the S − breaking and the V − breaking in
the same region because of (2.10) . There are only s − observers and only IS is applicable
in the S − breaking, and there are only v − observers and only IV is applicable in the
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V − breaking. Hence in any case, the action is unique. But the universe in the S− breaking
can transform to the universe in the the V − breaking, hence both IS and IV are necessary.
Thus, the actions should be written as two sorts of form, IS in the S − breaking and IV in
the V − breaking. Because of conjecture 1, the structures of IS and IV are the same, i.e.
IS ⇄ IV when S ⇄ V and s⇄ v. Thus, at the zero-temperature we have
IV = Ig + IVM = IS (s⇆ v, S −→ V ) , IS = Ig + ISM , (2.1)
Ig =
1
16πG
(∫
Σ
R
√−gd4x+ 2
∫
∂Σ
K
√±hd3x
)
, (2.2)
ISM =
∫
d4x
√−gLSM ,
LSM = α (LSs + V0) + βLSv + 1
2
(α + β)Vsv, (2.3)
IVM =
∫
d4x
√−gLVM ,
LVM = α (LV v + V0) + βLV s + 1
2
(α + β)Vvs, (2.4)
The physics quantities with the subscript ‘S’ represent which have meaning in only the
S − breaking, and have unmeaning in the V − breaking! It is the same for ‘V ’ as that
for ‘S’, because of conjecture 1. For simplicity, the subscripts ‘S’ and ‘V ’ are elided in the
following when there is not confusion.
Ls = LsM (Ψs, gµν , gµν ,λ ) + Vs (ωs) , (2.5)
Lv = LvM (Ψv, gµν , gµν ,λ ) + Vv (ωv) , (2.6)
Vsv (ωs, ωv) = Vvs (ωs, ωv) ; (2.7)
ωs ≡ Ωs, Φs, χs; ωv ≡ Ωv, Φv, χv,
where the meanings of the symbols are as follows: g = det(gµν), and gµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1)
in flat space. R is the scalar curvature. Here α and β are two parameters and we finally
take α = −β = 1. V0 is a parameter which is so taken that Vsmin (̟s) + V0 = 0 in the
S − breaking at the zero − temperature, here ̟ = 〈ω〉. LsM (LvM ) is the Lagrangian
density of all s − fields (v − fields) and their couplings of the SU(5) GUT except the
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Higgs potentials Vs, Vv and Vsv. Ψs and Ψv represents all s − fields and all v − fields,
respectively. Ls and Ls do not contain the contribution of the gravitation energy and the
repulsion energy. It may be seen that the set of equation (2.1) − (2.7) is unchanged when
the subscripts s ⇄ v and S ⇄ V . This shows the symmetry between s − matter and
v −matter.
Gibbons and Hawking pointed out that in order to get the Einstein field equations[10], it
is necessary that
I ′g =
1
16πG
∫
Σ
R
√−gd4x −→ Ig
=
1
16πG
(∫
Σ
R
√−gd4x+ 2
∫
∂Σ
K
√±hd3x
)
.
This is because it is not necessary that δΓαµν = 0 on the boundary ∂Σ. Hence I
′
g is replaced
by Ig in (2.2) . Σ is a manifold with four dimensions. ∂Σ is the boundary of Σ. K = trK
i
j.
Kij = −∇inj is the outer curvature on ∂Σ. nj is the vertical vector on ∂Σ. h =| hij |, and hij
is the induced outer metric on ∂Σ. When ∂Σ is space-like,
√±h takes positive sign. When
∂Σ is time-like,
√±h takes negative sign.
The Higgs potentials in (2.5)− (2.7) is the following:
Vs = −1
2
µ2Ω2s +
1
4
λΩ4s
− 1
2
wΩ2sTrΦ
2
s +
1
4
a
(
TrΦ2s
)2
+
1
2
bTr
(
Φ4s
)
− 1
2
ςΩ2sχ
+
s χs +
1
4
ξ
(
χ+s χs
)2
, (2.8)
Vv = −1
2
µ2Ω2v +
1
4
λΩ4v
− 1
2
wΩ2vTrΦ
2
v +
1
4
a
(
TrΦ2v
)2
+
1
2
bTr
(
Φ4v
)
− 1
2
ςΩ2vχ
+
v χv +
1
4
ξ
(
χ+v χv
)2
, (2.9)
Vsv =
1
2
ΛΩ2sΩ
2
v +
1
2
αΩ2sTrΦ
2
v +
1
2
βΩ2sχ
+
v χv
+
1
2
αΩ2vTrΦ
2
s +
1
2
βΩ2vχ
+
s χs, (2.10)
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where Ωa, Φa =
24∑
i=1
(
Ti/
√
2
)
ϕai and χa are respectively 1 , 24 and 5 dimensional representa-
tions of the SU(5) group, a = s, v, here the couplings of Φa and χa are ignored for short
[11].
The meaning of α and β in (2.10) is different from that in (2.3)− (2.4) . Here α and β are
coupling constants. The coupling constants in (2.8) − (2.10) are all positive, especially, as
mentioned before, Λ, α and β in (2.10) must be positive.
We do not consider the terms coupling to curvature scalar, e.g. ξRΩ2, for a time. In
fact, ξR (Ω2s − Ω2v) ∼ 0 when temperature T is high enough due to the symmetry between
s−matter and v −matter.
C. Energy-momentum tensor and field equations
By the conventional method, from (2.2) we can get
δIg =
1
16πG
∫
Σ
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR
)
δgµν
√−gd4x. (2.11)
Considering α = −β = 1, from (2.3)− [2.4] we have
δISM
=
∫
1√−g [
∂LSM√−g
∂gµν
− (∂LSM
√−g
∂gµν,σ
),σ]δg
µν√−gd4x
=
∫
1
2
[Tsµν − gµνV0 − Tvµν ] δgµν
√−gd4x, (2.12)
δIVM =
∫
1
2
[Tvµν − gµνV0 − Tsµν ] δgµν
√−gd4x, (2.13)
Taµν = TaMµν − gµνVa, a = s or v, (2.14)
TaMµν =
2√−g
[
∂ (
√−gLaM)
∂gµν
−
(
∂ (
√−gLaM)
∂gµν ,σ
)
,σ
]
. (2.15)
From (2.11)− (2.13) we obtain
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = −8πGTAgµν , A = S or V. (2.16)
In the S − breaking,
TSgµν ≡ Tsµν − gµνV0 − Tvµν = TSMgµν − gµνVSg
TSMgµν ≡ TsMµν − TvMµν , VSg = Vs + V0 − Vv. (2.17)
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In the V − breaking,
TV gµν ≡ Tvµν − gµνV0 − Tsµν = TVMgµν − gµνVV g
TVMgµν ≡ TvMµν − TsMµν , VV g = Vv + V0 − Vs. (2.18)
It is seen from (2.17)-(2.18) that VAg is independent of Vsv. This implies that the potential
energy Vsv is different from other energies in essence. There is no contribution of Vsv to
Rµν , i.e., there is no gravitation and repulsion of the potential energy Vsv. This does not
satisfy the equivalence principle. But this does not cause any contradiction with all given
experiments and astronomical observations because Vsv = 0 in either of breaking modes.
We will see that, in fact, Vvmin (̟v) = 0 because 〈ωv〉 = 0 in the S − breaking, and
Vsmin (̟s) = 0 because 〈ωs〉 = 0 in the V − breaking. Hence
VAgmin (̟s, ̟v) = Vamin + V0. (2.19)
TAgµν , TAMgµν and VAg are the gravitational energy-momentum tensor density, the gravita-
tional energy-momentum tensor density without the Higgs potential and the gravitational
potential density of the Higgs fields in the A− breaking, respectively.
From (2.1) the energy-momentum tensor density which does not contain the energy-
momentum tensor of gravitational and repulsive interactions can be defined as
TAµν =
2√−g
(
∂
∂α
+
∂
∂β
)
·
[
∂ (
√−gLA)
∂gµν
−
(
∂ (
√−gLA)
∂gµν ,σ
)
,σ
]
≡ TAsµν + TAvµν − gµν (Vsv + V0)
= TAMµν − gµνVA ≡ Tµν , (2.20)
TAMµν = TsMµν + TvMµν ≡ TMµν ,
VA = Vs + Vv + Vsv + V0 ≡ V. (2.21)
Both α and β in (2.3) − (2.4) may be regarded as the gravitation charges (the gravitation
charges of Tsµν , Tvµν and gµνVsv are regarded as 1, −1 and 0 in the S − breaking, respec-
tively.). The energy-momentum tensor should be independent of the gravitation charges.
Hence it is necessary to eliminate α and β from the definition of Tµν by the operator
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(∂/α + ∂/β) which is the only difference between the definition of Tµν in the present model
and that in the conventional theory. This definition does not contradict any basic principle
and it is completely consistent with the conventional theory (the conventional theory corre-
sponds to one matter type so that β = 0). Both the s − energy and the v − energy must
be positive because of the definition (2.20)− (2.21).
It should be pointed out that only (2.16) and (2.17) is applicable in the S − breaking,
and only (2.16) and (2.18) applicable in the V − breaking.
It is proved that the necessary and sufficient condition of T µν;ν = 0 is IM to be a scalar
quantity[12]. IS and IV are all scalar quantities, and T
µν
;ν in the conventional theory corre-
sponds to T µνg;ν . Hence we have
T µνSg;ν = T
µν
V g;ν = 0. (2.22)
Of course, (2.22) can been derived from (2.16).
III. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
Ignoring the couplings of Φs and χs and suitably choosing the parameters of the Higgs po-
tential, analogously to Ref. [11], we can prove from (2.8)−(2.10) that there are the following
vacuum expectation values at the zero-temperature and under the tree-level approximation,
〈0 |ωv| 0〉 ≡ ωv0 = 0, 〈0 |ωs| 0〉 ≡ ωs0 6= 0, (3.1)
〈0 |Ωs| 0〉 = υΩ0, (3.2)
〈0 |Φs| 0〉 = Diagonal
(
1, 1, 1,−3
2
,−3
2
)
υϕ0, (3.3)
〈0 |χs| 0〉+ = υχ0√
2
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1) , (3.4)
The breaking satisfied (3.1) is called the S-breaking. Ignoring the contributions of Φs and
χs to 〈0 |Ωs| 0〉 , at the zero-temperature we get
υ2Ω0 =
µ2
f
, f ≡ λ− 15w
2
(15a+ 7b)
− ς
2
ξ
. (3.5)
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υ2ϕ0 =
2w
15a+ 7b
υ2Ω0, (3.6)
υ2χ0 =
2ζ
ξ
υ2Ω0. (3.7)
We take Λ > λ > 15w2/ (15a+ 7b) + ζ2/ξ. From (2.9)-(2.10) and (3.1)-(3.7) it can be
proved that all v−Higgs bosons can get their big enough masses. The masses of the Higgs
particles exclusive of the Φs − particles and the χs − particles in the S − breaking are
respectively
m2 (Ωs) = 2µ
2, (3.8)
m2 (Ωv) = Λυ
2
Ω0 − µ2, (3.9)
m2 (Φv) =
1
2
αυ2Ω0, (3.10)
m2 (χv) = βυ
2
Ω0. (3.11)
We can choose such parameters that
m (Ωs) ≃ m (Ωv)
≫ m (ϕv) ∼ m (ϕs)≫ m (χv) ∼ m (χs) , (3.12)
e.g., m (Ωs) ∼ 1016Gev, m (ϕs) ∼ 1014Gev and m (χs) ∼ 102Gev. It is easily seen from
(3.8) − (3.11) that all real components of Φv have the same mass m (Φv), and all real
components of χv have the same mass m (χv) in the S − breaking.
The S−breaking and the V −breaking are symmetric because s−matter and v−matter
are symmetric. Hence when s⇄ v and S ⇄ V in (3.1)− (3.12), the formulas are still kept.
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IV. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS OF SPACE IN RW METRIC
Based on the RW metric metric,
(ds)2 = − (dt)2
+R2 (t)
{
(dr)2
1− kr2 + (rdθ)
2 + (r sin θdϕ)2
}
. (4.1)
In the present model, we take k = −1.
Matter in the universe may approximately be regarded as ideal gas distributed evenly in
space. Considering the potential energy densities in (2.14), we can write Taµν as
Taµν = [ρ˜a + p˜a]UaµUaν + p˜agµν , (4.2)
ρ˜a = ρa + Va (̟a) , p˜a = pa − Va(̟a), (4.3)
where Uaµ is a 4-velocity, Uaµ = δ
0
µ = Uµ, and a = s or v. (−gµνV0) can be written as
−gµνV0 = (ρ˜ (V0) + p˜ (V0))UµUν + gµν p˜ (V0) , (4.4)
ρ˜ (V0) = V0, p˜ (V0) = −V0.
Considering Uµ = δ
0
µ, substituting (4.2) − (4.4) and the RW metric in (4.1) into (2.16),
we get the evolution equations
·
R
2
+ k = η [ρg + Vg]R
2, η ≡ 8πG/3, (4.5)
··
R = −1
2
η [(ρg + 3pg)− 2Vg]R. (4.6)
In the S − breaking,
ρg = ρs − ρv, pg = ps − pv, Vg = Vs + V0 − Vv. (4.7)
In the V − breaking,
ρg = ρv − ρs, pg = pv − ps, Vg = Vv + V0 − Vs. (4.8)
Comparing (4.5)− (4.6) with the Friedmann equations, we see that provided ρ, p and V in
the Friedmann equations are replaced by ρg, pg and Vg, (4.5)− (4.6) are obtained.
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In contrast with the conventional theory, ρg > 0, = 0 and ρg < 0 are all possible in the
present model.
From (4.5)− (4.6) we have
·
ρg + 3 (ρg + pg)
·
R
R
= −
·
V g. (4.9)
Pressure density is a function of masses of particles and temperature. In order to deter-
mine the pressure at a given temperature, we divide the particles into three sorts according
to their masses. The first sort is composed of such particles whose masses are larger than
mM & 1MeV . The second sort is composed of such particles with their masses ml, and
1MeV & ml & 1eV . We suppose pl = κρl. It is obvious 1/3 & κ & 0. The third sort is
composed of photon-like particles whose masses are less than ml and may be regarded as
zero. Thus, we have
ρg = ρMg + ρlg + ργg, (4.10)
and pγg = ργg/3. In the V − breaking, ρMg = ρvMg − ρsMg, ρlg = ρv lg − ρs lg. Considering
all s− particles must be in s− SU(5) color single states whose masses are not zero so that
psγ = 0, we have ργg = ρvγg − ρsγg = ρvγg. Thus, when T is so large that all masses may be
neglected, from (4.9)− (4.10) we have
pg = ρg/3,
d (ρgR
4)
dt
= −
·
V gR
4. (4.11)
When mM & T & ml, ρM ≫ pM ∼ 0. Letting pl = κρl, we have
d (ρMgR
3)
dt
+
d
(
ρlgR
3(1+κ)
)
R3κdt
+
d (ργgR
4)
Rdt
= −
·
V gR
3. (4.12)
When T < ml ∼ 1eV, ρM ≫ pM ∼ 0 and ρl ≫ pl ∼ 0 so that
d (ρmgR
3)
dt
+
d (ργgR
4)
Rdt
= −
·
V gR
3. (4.13)
where ρmg = ρMg + ρlg.
V. TEMPERATURE EFFECT
The thermal equilibrium between the v− particles and the s− particles can be realized
by only (2.10) . The Higgs bosons Ωs and Ωv are hardly produced because their masses
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are all very big after reheating. Consequently, the interaction between the v − particles
and the s − particles may be ignored so that there is no thermal equilibrium between the
v− particles and the s− particles. Thus, when temperature is low, we should use two sorts
of temperature Tv and Ts to describe the thermal equilibrium of v−matter and the thermal
equilibrium of s − matter, respectively. Generally speaking, Tv 6= Ts. We will see when
Ts & Tcr, 〈Ωs〉 = 〈Ωv〉 = 0 so that 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 because of (2.8) − (2.10). Thus, the
masses of all particles are zero and ρs and ρv can transform from one to an other by (2.10).
In this case, if
·
R =
··
R = 0, there must be Tv = Ts and ρv = ρs; If
·
R < 0 and
··
R > 0,
there must be the least scale Rmin > 0. When space contracts to Rmin, Ts = Tmax and then
inflation occurs. There is no such a case
·
R < 0 and
··
R ≤ 0 in the present model.
A. Effective potentials
The influence of finite temperature on the Higgs potential in the present model are con-
sistent with the conventional theory. For short, we consider only Ωa and ϕa, a = s or v.
When χa is considered as well, the following inferences are still qualitatively valid. For
VsΩ = −µ
2
2
Ω2s +
λ
4
Ω4s, (5.1)
to ignore the terms proportional to λn(n > 1), the finite-temperature effective potential
approximate to 1-loop in flat space is[13][14]
V
(1)T
sΩ,eff = −
1
2
(
µ2 − λ
4
T 2s
)
Ω
2
s +
λ
4
Ω
4
s −
π2
90
(kTs)
4 +
µ2
24
T 2s . (5.2)
Considering the influence of the expectation values vΩv (Ts, Tv) , vϕs (Ts, Tv) and vϕv (Ts, Tv),
and ignoring the terms irrelevant to Ωs, we have
V
(1)T
sΩ,eff = −
1
2
µ2s (Ts, Tv) Ω
2
s +
λ
4
Ω
4
s, (5.3)
µ2s ≡ µ2 −
λ
4
T 2s − Λv2Ωv −
15
2
(
αv2ϕv − wv2ϕs
)
. (5.4)
Similarly (5.1)− (5.4), we have
V
(1)T
vΩ,eff = −
1
2
µ2v (Ts, Tv) Ω
2
v +
λ
4
Ω
4
v, (5.5)
µ2v ≡ µ2 −
λ
4
T 2v − Λv2Ωs −
15
2
[
αv2ϕs − wv2ϕv
]
. (5.6)
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In the S−breaking, we can prove vΩv (Ts, Tv) = vϕv (Ts, Tv) = 0. This is because vΩv = vϕv =
0 in low temperatures, and Tv ∼ Ts holds when Ts is high enough so that vΩv = vϕv = 0 still
holds. Thus
µ2s (Ts, Tv) = µ
2 − λ
4
T 2s +
15
2
wv2ϕs (Ts, Tv) .
v2Ωs (Ts, Tv) = µ
2
s (Ts, Tv) /λ, when µ
2
s (Ts, Tv) > 0,
vΩs (Ts, Tv) = 0, when µ
2
s (Ts, Tv) ≤ 0.
For
Vsϕ =
1
2
(
αΩ2v − wΩ2s
)
TrΦ2s +
1
4
a(TrΦ2s)
2 +
1
2
bTrΦ4s, (5.7)
ignoring the contributions of the Higgs fields and the fermion fields to one loop correction,
and only considering the contribution of the gauge fields, when ϕs ≪ kT , here k is the
Boltzmann constant, we get the effective potential at finite-temperature approximate to
1-loop in flat space[13][14]
V
(1)T
sϕ,eff = V (ϕs) +Bϕ
4
s
(
ln
ϕ2s
σ2
− 25
6
)
+ CT 2s ϕ
2
s −
π2
15
(kTs)
4 , (5.8)
where B = (5625/1024π2) g4, and Φs = Diagonal (1, 1, 1,−3/2,−3/2)ϕs. In general, w =
α < λ ∼ g4 < C = (75/16) (kg)2 . We take w = α for simplicity. Here σ is a parameter at
which the renormalization coupling-constant λ is defined as below,
d4V
(1)T
sϕ,eff
dϕs
|ϕ
s
=σ= λ. (5.9)
Only considering the contribution of the expectation values of Ωs and Ωv to V
(1)T
sϕ,eff , taking
(15/16) (15a+ 7b) = (11/3)B, and ignoring the term (kTs)
4 unconnected with ϕv (it may
be added to in ρrg), from (2.8) and (5.7)− (5.8) we have
V
(1)T
sϕ,eff = A
2
sϕ
2
s +Bϕ
4
s
(
ln
ϕ2s
σ2
− 1
2
)
, (5.10)
A2s ≡
15
4
w
(
v2Ωv (Tv)− v2Ωs (Ts)
)
+ CT 2s . (5.11)
Similarly, from (2.9) we have
V
(1)T
vϕ,eff = A
2
vϕ
2
v +Bϕ
4
v
(
ln
ϕ2v
σ2
− 1
2
)
, (5.12)
A2v ≡
15
4
w
(
v2Ωs (Ts)− v2Ωv (Tv)
)
+ CT 2v . (5.13)
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B. Critical temperatures Tcr
In the following Veff = V
(1)T
eff . Ts and Tv must rise as space contracts. From (5.4), (5.6),
(5.11) and (5.13) we see that there must be critical temperatures Ts,ϕcr and Tcr so that
〈ϕs〉 = 〈ϕv〉 = 0 when Ts > Ts,ϕcr and 〈Ωs〉 = 〈Ωv〉 = 0 when Ts > Tcr. By suitably choosing
the parameters µ2, Λ, λ, C and w, we can get Tcr > Ts,ϕcr. Consequently, 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0
when Ts > Tcr.
We discuss Ts,ϕcr and Tcr in detains as follows. Veff = V
(1)T
eff in the following.
1. The critical temperature Ts,ϕcr in the S − breaking.
Let Tv = Tv,ϕcr when Ts = Ts,ϕcr in the S− breaking. Ts,ϕcr is the critical temperature at
which the minima are degenerate, i.e. Veff min (ϕs, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) = Veff (vs,ϕcr, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) =
Veff (0, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr). In other words, 〈ϕs〉 = vϕs 6= 0 when Ts < Ts,ϕcr, and vϕs = 0 when
Ts > Ts,ϕcr. Ts,ϕcr and A
2
v (ϕs, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) can be determined from (5.12)− (5.13) by that
when ϕs = vϕscr,
Veff (ϕs, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) = Veff (0, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) ,
∂
∂ϕs
Veff (ϕs, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) = 0.
When A2ϕ = A
2
ϕ (ϕs, Ts,ϕcr, Tv,ϕcr) ≡ A2cr = Bσ2e−1/2, Vs,eff min is degenerate, here ϕ2scr ≡
σ2e−1/2, hence we have
T 2s,ϕcr =
A2cr + (15/4) (wµ
2/λ)
C + 15w/16
, (5.14)
Here vΩv = vϕs = vϕv = 0 when Ts > Tsϕcr is considered. When Ts < Tsϕcr, i.e., A
2
s < A
2
cr,
Vsϕ,eff min < Vsϕ,eff (0) and vϕs 6= 0. When Ts > Tsϕcr, i.e., A2s > A2cr, vϕs = 0 and
Vsϕ,eff min = Vsϕ,eff (0). Let µ
2
a = µ
2
aϕcr and A
2
v = A
2
vϕcr when Ts = Tsϕcr, then when
Ts ≥ Tsϕcr, from (5.6) and (5.13) we have
µ2s ≡ µ2 −
λ
4
T 2s , (5.15)
µ2sϕcr =
µ2 − (λ/4C)A2cr
1 + 15w/16C
, (5.16)
µ2v =
(
1− Λ
λ
)
µ2 − λ
4
(
T 2v −
Λ
λ
T 2s
)
, (5.17)
µ2vϕcr =
(
1− Λ
λ
)
µ2 − λ
4
(
T 2vϕcr −
Λ
λ
T 2sϕcr
)
, (5.18)
A2v =
15
4
w
λ
µ2 + CT 2v −
15
16
wT 2s , (5.19)
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A2vϕcr = A
2
vϕ (Tsϕcr) =
(15w/4λ)µ2 − (15w/16C)A2cr
1 + 15w/16C
+ CT 2vϕcr (5.20)
It is obvious that vaΩ (Ts, Tv) = 0 when µ
2
a ≤ 0. Considering Λ ≫ λ, C > λ > w, taking
A2cr < µ
2, from (5.17)− (5.20) and (5.14) we see that provided Tv ∼ Ts, there are
µ2v < 0, A
2
vϕcr > A
2
cr, (5.21)
vvϕ = vvΩ = 0, when Ts ≥ Tsϕcr, (5.22)
Tsϕcr <
2µ√
λ
. (5.23)
In fact, Tv & Ts when Ts > Tsϕcr. Hence (5.21) − (5.23) must hold when Ts > Tsϕcr. The
masses of particles originating from the couplings of particles with 〈ωs〉 and 〈ωv〉 will be
small, because vsϕ = vvϕ = vvΩ = 0 and vsΩ becomes small when Ts > Tsϕcr. Thus, photon-
like particles are dominative and the transformation of ρs to ρv is striking due to
·
V g,eff > 0
(see section 6.1 in detail). Consequently,
Tv & Ts, pg ∼ ρg/3, when Ts > Tsϕcr. (5.24)
On the other hand, the transformation of ρs and ρv from one to another may be neglected
in low temperatures. Thus, it is easily proven that vvϕ = vvΩ = 0 when Ts < Tsϕcr in the
S − breaking. Hence, vΩv = vϕv = 0 holds always in the S − breaking.
2. Critical temperatures Tcr
(5.15) holds when Ts > Tsϕcr due to vϕs = 0 and (5.22). Thus, from (5.3) , (5.17) , (5.19) ,
(5.5), (5.10) and (5.12) we have
vsΩ = 0 = vsϕ = vvϕ = vvΩ, (5.25)
ms = mv = 0, when Ts ≥ Tcr ≡ 2µ√
λ
, (5.26)
where ms and mv denote the masses of all s-particles and the masses of all v-particles
originating from the couplings of particles with vsΩ, vvΩ, vϕs and vϕv., respectively.
The symmetry s − SU(5) × v − SU(5) holds because of (5.25). The state with this
symmetry is called the most symmetric state. ρs and ρv can transform from one to another
because (5.26) and (2.10). Consequently, if space is static and Ts ≥ Tcr, we have
Ts = Tv = T, ρg (T ) = 0, pg = 0 (5.27)
ρs = ρv, ps = ρs/3, pv = ρv/3, (5.28)
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Vv,eff = Vs,eff = 0, Vg,eff = V0. (5.29)
Here Va,eff = Va,eff
(
ϕa,Ωa
)
which does not contain the terms containing (kTa)
4 and µ2T 2a .
The terms are added to ρa (see (6.6)). In fact, space cannot be static, and the contracting
process is not a thermal equilibrium process because
··
R > 0 and
·
R < 0. Hence (5.27)−(5.28)
does not hold in the contracting process, but (5.29) possibly holds because 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0.
VI. CONTRACTIONOF SPACE, THE HIGHEST TEMPERATURE, INFLATION
OF SPACE AND THERE IS NO SINGULARITY
On the basis of the cosmological principle, if there is the space-time singularity, it is a
result of space contraction. Thus, we discuss the contracting process. From the contracting
process we will see that there is no space-time singularity in present model.
We do not consider the couplings of the Higgs fields with the Ricci scalar R for this
time. We will see in the following paper that the following conclusions still hold when such
couplings as ξRΩ2s are considered. In fact, ξR
(
Ω
2
s − Ω
2
v
)
= 0 because there is the strict
symmetry between s−matter and v −matter when T & Tcr.
We chiefly discuss change of 〈Ωa (Ta)〉 and 〈ϕa (Ta)〉 as temperature in the contracting
process of space for short. When 〈χa (Ta)〉 is considered as well, the inferences are still valid
qualitatively.
A. The contracting process of space and the highest temperature
1. Space contracts in the S − breakng.
In the S − breakng, we consider the space-contraction process in which
·
R < 0. In low
temperatures Ts ∼ Tv & 0, 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωs〉0 and 〈ωv〉 = 0. Consequently Vs,eff = −V0, Vv,eff = 0
Vg,eff = Vs,eff − Vv,eff + V0 = 0, (6.1)
and ρv and ρs cannot transform from one into other and
·
V g,eff ∼ 0, because the masses of
the Higgs particles Ωs and Ωv are very large. There must be ρg = ρs − ρv > 0 because of
(6.1) , (4.5)− (4.7) and
·
R < 0. In the stage, space will contract faster and faster, i.e.
··
R < 0
due to (4.6) .
2.
·
V g,eff > 0 and
·
ρg < 0.
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The temperature must rise monotonously because space contracts, because the non-zero
momentum of a free particle p ∝ 1/R(t), △p△ x & 1 and ρm ∝ 1/R3(t). In the contracting
process, as mentioned section 5.2, 〈ωv〉 = 0 holds always. Consequently, Vv,eff =
·
V v,eff = 0
holds always. In contrast with Vv,eff , Vs,eff will rise from Vs,eff = −V0 (when Ts ∼ 0) to
Vs,eff (Tcr) = 0. 〈ϕs〉 ∼ 0 when Ts & Tsϕcr and 〈Ωs〉 ∼ 0 when Ts ∼ Tcr. It is seen that 〈ωs〉
can strikingly change in the period Tsϕcr ∼ Ts . Tcr. Hence Vs,eff must strikingly change
and
·
V s,eff > 0. On the other hand, the transformation of ρs into ρv is striking in the period
Tsϕcr ∼ Ts . Tcr. This is because in the period, in addition ωv〉 = 0, 〈ϕs〉 ∼ 0 or 〈Ωs〉 ∼ 0
so that ms ∼ mv ∼ 0. Thus, from (4.9) we have
·
V g,eff =
·
V s,eff −
·
V v,eff =
·
V s,eff > 0, (6.2)
·
ρg =
·
ρs −
·
ρv < 0. (6.3)
When Ts = Tcr, Vs,eff = Vv,eff = 0, because 〈ωv〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0. Thus, Vg,eff = V0 and
(4.5)− (4.7) is reduced to (
·
R/R
)2
= − k
R2
+ η [ρg + V0] , (6.4)
··
R
R
= η [V0 − ρg] . (6.5)
ρa =
π2
30
(
g∗ − 7
3
k4
)
T 4a +
µ2
24
T 2a , a = s, v, (6.6)
ρg = ρs − ρv, pg = ρg/3. (6.7)
Here (5.2), (5.8), (5.28) and ms = mv = 0 are considered. g
∗
a = gaB + 7gaF/8, a = s, v, is
the total number of the spin states, and gaB (gaF ) is the total number of the spin states of
a− bosons (a− fermions) . Considering s−matter and v−matter are symmetric, we have
g∗s = gsB + 7gsF/8 = g
∗
v = gvB + 7gvF/8 ≡ g∗.
As a consequence of
·
ρg < 0, ρg (Tcr) < 0 can be obtained. ρg (Tcr) < 0 can be realized, in
addition to (6.2)− (6.3) , because
·
R < 0 and
··
R > 0 in the contracting process so that it is
not a thermal equilibrium process.
3. To realize ρg (Tcr) < 0
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When Tsϕcr ∼ Ts . Tcr, vsϕ = vvϕ = vvΩ = 0 and (5.4) and (5.6) are reduced to
µ2s ≡ µ2 −
λ
4
T 2s , m
2
sΩ = 2µ
2
s = 2λv
2
Ωs, (6.8)
µ2v ≡ µ2 −
λ
4
T 2v − Λv2Ωs, m2vΩ = −2µ2v (6.9)
It is seem from (6.8)− (6.9) when µv ∼ 0, msΩ & 0. Hence
msΩ & mvΩ, when mvΩ ∼ 0, (6.10)
Thus, ρs can transform to ρv, i.e.
·
ρg < 0, when Tsϕcr ∼ Ts . Tcr due to (6.10) and (2.10) ,
i.e.
Ωs + Ωs ⇄ Ωv + Ωv, Ωs + Ωs ⇄ ϕv + ϕv,
ϕs + ϕs ⇄ Ωv + Ωv. (6.11)
The transformation of ρs to ρv is very fast because the coupling constant Λ is very large and
msΩ andmvΩ are very small in the case. Consequently, ρs = ρv can be realized when Ts < Tcr
or t ≡ teq < tcr. There must be ·ρg (teq) < 0, because Vg,eff (teq) < 0 when Ts (teq) < Tcr.
Thus
·
V g,eff (teq) > 0 and
·
ρg (teq) = −
·
V g,eff (teq) < 0 because of (4.9) and ρg (teq) = 0.
Consequently,
ρg (tcr) = ρg (teq) +
·
ρg (teq) (tcr − teq) < 0. (6.12)
4. The boundary condition
Only when the boundary condition is correct, the solution of a partial differential equation
can be correct. we consider the correct physics boundary condition of the equations (6.4)−
(6.5) is
·
R = 0 when R > 0. (6.13)
The condition
·
R < 0 when R = 0
is not correct, because it is impossible that
·
R < 0 when R = 0.
The condition (6.12) requires ρg < 0 in the contracting process. The condition (6.12) can
be realized provided ρg (Tcr) < 0 (see the following theorem), because ρg (t) ∼ R−4 so that
there must be −k/R2 + η (−Cg/R4 + V0) = 0 at R = Rmin > 0. Here Cg > 0 is a constant.
If
·
V g,eff > 0
(
i.e..
·
ρg < 0
)
when t ≥ tcr, there are such solutions satisfying ρg (tcr) = 0
(i.e. Ts = Tv), (6.14) and (6.4)− (6.5). We do not discuss the case for a time.
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B. A theorem related to singularity
Theorem 3 Let
·
V g = 0 and pg = κρg, 1/3 ≥ κ ≥ 0, for a contracting process in which
·
R < 0 at the initial time t1, then in the case ρg < 0, all solutions of (4.5)− (4.6) satisfy the
boundary condition
·
R (t2) = 0 and R (t2) > 0, here t2 > t1; In the case k > 0 and ρg > 0,
when ρg (t2)+3pg (t2)−2Vg ≤ 0, the solutions of (4.5)− (4.6) satisfy the boundary condition;
When k > 0, ρg = 0 and Vg > 0, the solutions of (4.5)− (4.6) satisfy the boundary condition.
It is necessary due to
·
V g = 0 and (4.5) that Vg = Vg0 ≥ 0. This is because if Vg0 < 0,
there will be
(
·
R/R
)2
−→ ηVg0 < 0 when R −→ ∞. This is impossible. Thus we discuss
only the case Vg0 ≥ 0.
When k ≥ 0, Vg = 0 and ρg < 0, there is no solution of (4.5)− (4.6) . In the case ρg > 0,
when k ≤ 0 or k > 0 but ρg (t2)+3pg (t2)−2Vg > 0, or in the case k ≤ 0, ρg = 0 and Vg > 0,
the solutions of (4.5)− (4.6) do not satisfy the boundary condition.
Proof. If there is such a time t2 satisfying
·
R/R = 0, there must be d
(
·
R/R
)
/dt > 0 in
the period t1 < t ≤ t2, because
·
R < 0 at the initial time t1. From (4.5)− (4.6) we have
d
dt
 ·R
R
 = k
R2
− 3η
2
(ρg + pg) . (6.14)
When
·
R (t2) /R (t2) = 0, (6.14) is reduced to
d
dt
 ·R
R
 = ··R
R
= −η
2
(ρg + 3pg − 2Vg) . (6.15)
because of (4.5) . In the case with k ≤ 0, only when ρg < 0, d
(
·
R/R
)
/dt > 0 is possible
because of (6.14) and pg = κρg (κ ≥ 0). On the other hand, when ρg < 0, d
(
·
R/R
)
/dt > 0
must be satisfied due to (6.15), and the contracting process (
·
R (t1) < 0) can come into being
due to (4.5) provided k < 0 or k = 0 but Vg0 > 0.
In the case with k ≤ 0 and ρg > 0 or Vg > 0, there are the solutions of (4.5)− (4.6) and
the contracting process. But the solutions cannot satisfy the boundary condition because
(6.14) cannot be satisfied.
In the case with k > 0 and ρg < 0, It is obvious that (6.14) must be satisfied. But there
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is no solution of (4.5)− (4.6) when Vg0 = 0 in the case. When Vg > 0, there are the solutions
of (4.5)− (4.6), and the solutions satisfy the boundary condition.
In the case with k > 0 and ρg > 0 or Vg > 0, there are the solutions of (4.5) − (4.6)
and the contracting process. But only when there is such a time t2 satisfying −k/R (t2) +
η (ρg (t2) + Vg0) = 0 and ρg (t2)+3pg (t2)−2Vg0 ≤ 0, the solutions satisfy the boundary con-
dition due (4.5) and (6.15) . Otherwise, the solutions cannot satisfy the boundary condition,
e.g. it is obvious due to (6.15) that the boundary condition cannot be satisfied when k > 0,
ρg > 0 and Vg0 = 0.
In the discussion above, (4.12) is considered. Without loss of generality, for simplicity,
from (4.12) we write ρg as
ρg =
Cg
R3(1+κ)
, 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1/3.
It is possible that Cg > 0, = 0 or Cg < 0. Thus, | ρg | rises monotonously and faster as R
decrease than | k/R2 |. Proof ends.
The boundary condition (13) is just the condition without singularity. From the discus-
sion above, we see ρg < 0 to be necessary in order to eliminate the singularity.
Rmin > 0 so that there is no singularity of space-time
Space contracts with a deceleration
··
R > 0, because ρg (tcr) < 0 and (6.5) . As mentioned
before, Vg,eff = V0 and
·
V g,eff = 0 due 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 when t > tcr. Thus ρg (t) = −Cg/R4.
Substituting ρg (t) = −Cg/R4 into (6.4) , taking k = −1, we see that there must be such a
Rmin satisfying  ·Rmin
Rmin
2 = 1
R2min
+ η
[
− Cg
R4min
+ V0
]
= 0, (6.16)
··
Rmin
Rmin
= η
[
V0 +
Cg
R4min
]
> 0, Rmin > 0. (6.17)
It is seen that there is the least scale Rmin in the present model.
Let R = Rmin when t = tFI , then tFI is the final time of the s−world and the initial time
of the v − world. It is obvious that Tv (tFI) is the highest temperature Tvmax, Ts (tFI) =
Tsmax < Tvmax, ρs (tFI) = ρsmax, ρv (tFI) = ρvmax > ρsmax, ρs (tFI) + ρv (tFI) = ρmax is
the largest energy density ρmax. All the physics quantities Rmin, ρsmax, ρvmax, Tsmax and
Tvmax must be finite. Because of the cosmological principle, all ρs, ρv, ρg, Vs, Vv, Vg and
pg 6 ρg/3 are finite when t < tFI . Consequently TSsµν , TSvµν and TSgµν must be finite. On
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the other hand, because of the cosmological principle, it is obvious that when space is not
in contracting process or does not contract to Rmin, the physical quantities must be finite
as well. Substituting the finite TSgµν or TV gµν into the Einstein field equation, we see that
Rµν and gµν must be finite.
Consequently, there is no singularity of space-time in the present model.
C. Expansion and inflation of space
It is seen from (6.16) − (6.17) that space will expands with an acceleration, because
·
Rmin = 0 and
··
Rmin > 0. The expanding process is different from the contracting process in
essence. (6.14) is no longer the boundary condition for the expanding process. (6.16)−(6.17)
or (6.14) is the initial condition. In the initial stage, 〈ωv〉 = 〈ωv〉 = ms = mv = 0 so that ρs
and ρv can transform from one to another. Hence there must be such a time t˜cr at which
ρg = ρv − ρs = 0, Ts = Tv,
Vg,eff = Vv,eff + V0 − Vs,eff = V0. (6.18)
The transformation of ρv and ρs from one to another is very fast because the coupling
constant Λ is very large and ms = mv = 0. The universe is in the most symmetric state
when t ∼ t˜cr. Thus, (4.5) and (4.6) are reduced to
·
R
2
= 1 + ηV0R
2 = 0, (6.19)
··
R = ηV0R > 0. (6.20)
From (6.19)− (6.20) we see that space inflation must occur when t > t˜cr.
R (t) =
√
1
ηV0
sinhH
(
t− t˜cr + τ
)
, H ≡
√
ηV0, (6.21)
∼ 1
2
expH
(
t− t˜cr + τ
)
, when H
(
t− t˜cr + τ
)≫ 1, (6.22)
R
(
t˜cr
)
=
√
1
ηV0
sinhHτ. (6.23)
D. The result above is not contradictory to the singularity theorems
We first intuitively explain the reasons that there is no space-time singularity. It has been
proved that there is space-time singularity under certain conditions[1]. These conditions
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fall into three categories. First, there is the requirement that gravity shall be attractive.
Secondly, there is the requirement that there is enough matter present in some region to
prevent anything escaping from that region. The third requirement is that there should be
no causality violations.
Hawking considers it is a reasonable conjecture that ρg = ρ > 0 and pg ≥ 0[1]. But this
conjecture is not valid in the present model, because ρg = ρs − ρv > 0, = 0 or < 0 are all
possible.
As mentioned above, there must be ρg ≤ 0 when T & Tcr. It is seen that ρg does not only
stop increasing, but also decreases from ρg > 0 (when t < tcr) to ρg (tcr) = 0 and ρg (t) < 0
when t > tcr. Hence the second condition of the singularity theorem is violated.
The key of non-singularity is ρsg = −ρvg when ρs = ρv and ρs and ρv can transform from
one to another when T & Tcr
We explain the reasons that there is no space-time singularity from the Hawking theorem
as follows. S.W. Hawking has proven the following theorem[1].
The following three conditions cannot all hold:
(a) every inextendible non-spacelike geodesic contains a pair of conjugate point;
(b) the chronology condition holds on µ;
(c) there is an achronal set T such that E+(T) or E−(T) is compact.
The alternative version of the theorem can obtained by the following two propositions.
Proposition 1[1]:
If RabV
aV b ≥ 0 and if at some point p = γ(s1) the tidal force RabcdV cV d is non-zero,
there will be values s0 and s2 such that q = γ (s0) and r = γ (s2) will be conjugate along
γ (s), providing that γ (s) can be extended to these values.
Proposition 2[1]:
If RabV
aV b ≥ 0 everywhere and if at p = γ(v1), KaKbK[aRb]cd[eKf ] is non-zero, there will
be v0 and v2 such that q = γ (v0) and r = γ (v2) will be conjugate along γ (v) provided that
γ (v) can be extended to these values.
An alternative version of the above theorem is as following.
Space-time (µ, g) is not timelike and null geodesically complete if:
(1) RabKaKb ≥ 0 for every non-spacelike vector K.
(2) The generic condition is satisfied, i.e. every non-spacelike geodesic contains a point
at which K[aRb]cd[eKf ]K
cKd 6= 0, where K is the tangent vector to the geodesic.
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(3) The chronology condition holds on µ (i.e. there are no closed timelike curves).
(4) There exists at least one of the following:
(A) a compact achronal set without edge,
(B) a closed trapped surface,
(C) a point p such that on every past (or every future) null geodesic from p the divergence
ϑ̂ of the null geodesics from p becomes negative (i.e. the null geodesics from p are focussed
by the matter or curvature and start to reconverge).
In fact, Rab is determined by the gravitational energy-momentum tensor Tgab. According
to the conventional theory, Tgab = Tab so that the above theorem holds.
In contrast with the conventional theory, according to conjecture 1,
Sgµν ≡ Tgµν − 1
2
gµνTg
= (Tvµν − Tsµν)− 1
2
gµν (Tv − Ts) , (6.24)
Sg00 > 0, = 0 and < 0 are all possible. Thus, although the strong energy condition still
holds, i.e. [(
T abs + T
ab
v
)− 1
2
gab (Ts + Tv)
]
KaKb ≥ 0, (6.25)
the conditions of propositions 1 and 2 and condition (1) no longer hold, because the gravi-
tational mass density ρg determines Rµν and ρg = ρv − ρs 6= ρv + ρs = ρ. Hence (a) and (c)
do not hold, but (b) still holds, and µ is timelike and null geodesically complete.
VII. EVOLVING PROCESS OF SPACE AFTER INFLATION
A. The reheating process
After inflation, the temperature must sharply descend. In this case, it is easily seen that
the most symmetric state with 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 is no longer stable and must decay into such a
state with Vmin. This is the reheating process. Either of the S−breaking and the V−breaking
can come into being, because s−matter and v−matter are completely symmetric at T ∼ Tcr.
Letting the V−breaking comes into being, then v−SU(5) −→ v−SU(3)×U(1) and s−SU(5)
symmetry is still kept. After the phase transition, we have
̟v = ̟v0, ̟s = 0, Vv = −V0, Vs = Vg = 0. (7.1)
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After transition, Vv (Tcr) − Vv (Tv ∼ 0) = V0 must first transform into v − particles by the
v −Higgs fields. On the other hand, because of the coupling (2.10), the v −Higgs bosons
can transform into s− particles by the s−Higgs fields as well. Letting αV0 transform the
v − energy, then (1 − α)V0 transforms the s − energy. It is necessary α > (1 − α). There
must be ρ′v = ρ
′
s before the transition because of (6.17). Thus, after transition, we have
ρv = ρ
′
v + αV0 > ρs = ρ
′
s + (1− α)V0. (7.2)
After reheating process, all particles must exist in the form of plasma in the initial stage.
After temperature descends further, v−particles will exist in the forms of nucleons, leptons
and photons, and s− particles will form s− SU(5) color single states whose masses are all
non-zero so that ρsγ = 0. Consequently, ρv = ρvm + ρvγ and ρs = ρsm, here ρvm ≡ ρvM + ρvl
and ρsm ≡ ρsM + ρsl. Thus, letting ρsm > ρvm and the reheating process ends at t2, from
(7.2) we have
ρvm (t) + ρvγ (t) > ρsm (t) > ρvm (t) , when t > t2. (7.3)
After reheating, dVg/dt ∼ 0 and the temperature effects may be neglected. Ignoring psm
and pvm, considering pvγ = ρvγ/3 and ρsγ = 0 in the V − breaking, from (4.13) and (7.3) we
have
ρgR
3 = (ρvm − ρsm)R3 = −Cmg = ρg0R30 < 0, (7.4)
ρsγgR
4 = ρsγR
4 = Cγg = ρsγ0R
4
0 > 0, (7.5)
where both Cmg and Cγg are constants. From (4.8) and (7.4)− (7.5) , (4.5)− (4.6) is reduced
to
·
R
2
= 1 + η
(
−Cmg
R
+
Cγg
R2
)
, (7.6)
··
R =
η
2
(
Cmg
R2
− 2Cγg
R3
)
. (7.7)
We discuss (7.6) − (7.7) as follows. 1 − ηC2mg/4Cγg is important for the function
·
R
2
of
R−1.
1. If 1 − ηC2mg/4Cγg > 0, there is not
·
R = 0. When R < R1 ≡ 2Cγg/Cmg,
··
R < 0
and
·
R > 0, i.e. space expands with a deceleration; when R = R1,
··
R = 0 and
·
R =
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·Rmin =
(
1− ηC2mg/4Cγg
)1/2
> 0; when R > R1,
··
R > 0 and
·
R > 0 i.e. space expands
with an acceleration. In the process,
··
R increases from
··
R = 0 to
··
Rmax = ηC
3
mg/54D
2
γg when
R = 3Dγg/Cmg, then
··
R decreases from
··
Rmax to
··
R0 > 0.
2. If 1 − ηC2mg/4Cγg = 0, when R < R1 ≡ 2Cγg/Cmg,
··
R < 0 and
·
R > 0; when R = R1,
··
R =
·
R = 0; In the case, space can be static.
3. If 1 − ηC2mg/4Cγg < 0, when R < R2 ≡ (ηCmg/2)
[
1−
√
1− 4Cγg/ηC2mg
]
,
··
R < 0 and
·
R > 0; when R = R2,
··
R < 0 and
·
R = 0. In the case, space will begin to contract.
The first case is consistent with observations. A computation in detail is the same as
that of Ref. [9].
Even χs and χv are considered, the above conclusions still hold qualitatively.
B. The process of space inflation
Supposing λ ∼ g4 and g2 ∼ 4π/45 for SU(5), and considering m(Ωs) =
√
2µ, from (5.17)
we can estimate Tcr ,
Tcr =
2µ√
λ
∼ 2µ
g2
∼
√
2m(Ωs)
4π/45
= 5m(Ωs). (7.8)
The temperature will strikingly decrease in the process of inflation, but the potential energy
V (̟s ∼ ̟v ∼ 0) ∼ V0 cannot decrease to Vmin (Tv) at once, because this is a super-cooling
process.
We can get the expecting results by suitably choosing the parameters in (2.8) − (2.10).
In order to estimate H =
√
ηV0, taking V0 ∼ µ4/4λ, from (7.8) we have
H = aT 2cr, a ≡
√
ηλ/8 ∼ g2√η/8. (7.9)
We can take Tcr to be the temperature corresponding to GUT because the SU(5) symmetry
strictly holds at Tcr.
Taking Tcr ∼ 5m (Ωs) ∼ 5 × 1015Gev and
√
λ/8 ∼ g2 ∼ 0.035, we have H−1 = 10−35s. If
the duration of the super-cooling state is 10−33s ∼ (108Gev)−1 , Rcr will increase e100 ∼ 1043
times. The result is consistent with the Guth’s inflation model[15].
If there is no v−matter, because of contraction by gravitation, the world would become
a thermal-equilibrating singular point, i.e., the world would be in the hot death state. As
seen, it is necessary that there are both s−matter and v−matter and both the S−breaking
and the V − breaking.
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C. To determine a (t)
Letting a = R/R0,
·
a
2
0 = H
2
0 ≡ ηρgc, Ωgm0 = (ρsm0 − ρvm0) /ρgc, Ωvγ0 = ρvγ0/ρgc and
Ωg0 = Ωgm0 − Ωvγ0, and considering
ρsm − ρvm − ρvγ = ρgc
[
Ωgm0/a
3 − Ωvγ0/a4
]
, (7.10)
H20 (1 + Ωg0) = 1/R
2
0, k = −1, (7.11)
we rewrite (7.6) as
·
a
2
= H20 (1 + Ωg0)
·
[
1− 1
(1 + Ωg0)
(
Ωgm0
a
− Ωvγ0
a2
)]
. (7.12)
From (7.12) we have
t = t0 − 1
H0
√
1 + Ωg0
{√1−M + Γ−
√
a2 −Ma + Γ
+
M
2
ln
2−M + 2√1−M + Γ
2a−M + 2√a2 −Ma + Γ}, (7.13)
If t0 is taken as
t0 =
1
H0
√
1 + Ωg0
{1−M + Γ
+
M
2
ln
[
1− 2
M
− 2
√
1−M + Γ
M
]
}, (7.14)
then
t =
1
H0
√
1 + Ωg0
{
√
a2 −Ma + Γ
+
M
2
ln
[
1− 2a
M
− 2
√
a2 −Ma + Γ
M
]
}, (7.15)
where M = Ωgm0/ (1 + Ωg0) , and Γ = Ωvγ0/ (1 + Ωg0) .
Taking Ωvγ0 = 0.001, Ωgm0 = 0.3Ωvγ0+2
√
Ωvγ0, H
−1
0 = 9.7776×109h−1yr[8]. and h = 0.8,
we get a (t) . a (t) is shown by the curve B in the figure 1 and describes evolution of the
universe from 14 × 109yr ago to now. Taking Ωvγ0 = 0.05, Ωgm0 = 2
√
Ωvγ0, we get the
a (t) which is shown by the curve A in the figure 1 and describes evolution of the cosmos
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from 13.7 × 109yr ago to now. Provided 2 (Ωvγ0 +√Ωvγ0) > Ωgm0 which is equivalent to
1−ηC2mg/4Cγg > 0, we can get a curve of a (t) which describes evolution of the cosmological
scale.
Figure 1
From the two curves we see that the cosmos must undergo a period in which space expands
with a deceleration in the past, and undergo the present period in which space expands with
an acceleration.
It should be noted that ρg0 = ρv0 − ρs0 in the V − breaking, but here Ωgm0 =
(ρs0 − ρv0) /ρc = −ρg0/ρc. Ignoring Ωvγ0, taking k = −1 and
√
1−M = 1√
1 + Ωmg
, M =
Ωmg
1 + Ωmg
, (7.16)
√
a2 −Ma =
√
1− zΩmg
(1 + z)
√
1 + Ωmg
, a =
1
1 + z
, (7.17)
and taking
t0 =
1
H0 (1 + Ωmg)
[
1 +
Ωmg
2 (1 + Ωmg)
1/2
ln
2 + Ωmg + 2
√
(1 + Ωmg)
(−Ωmg)
]
, (7.18)
we can reduce (7.15) to
t =
1
H0 (1 + Ωmg)
{
√
1− zΩmg
(1 + z)
+
Ωmg
2
√
1 + Ωmg
·
ln
2 + (1− z) Ωmg + 2
√
(1 + Ωmg) (1− zΩmg)
(1 + z) (−Ωmg) }. (7.19)
Replacing Ωgm0 by (−Ωgm0) because Ωgm0 = (ρs0 − ρv0) /ρc = −ρg0/ρc, we see (7.19) to be
the same as (3.44) in Ref. [8].
D. The relationship between luminosity distance and its redshift
From (7.12) and the RW metric we have
∫ 1
a
cda
R
·
a
= −
∫ 0
r
dr√
1 + r2
, (7.20)
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H0dL = H0R0r(1 + z) =
2c
(Ωgm0 − 2Ωvγ0)2 − 4Ωvγ0
·
{2 (1 + Ωg0)− (1 + z) Ωgm0 − [2 (1 + Ωg0)− Ωgm0] ·√
1− (Ωgm0 − 2Ωvγ0) z + Ω2vγ0z2}, (7.21)
where z = (1/a)− 1 is the redshift caused by R increasing.
Considering Ωgm0 in (7.21) corresponds to −Ωm0 in (3.81) in Ref. [8] and Ωg0 = Ωgm0 −
Ωvγ0, we see that (7.21) is consistent with (3.81).
Ignoring Ωvγ0, taking Ωgm0 −→ −Ωgm0, we reduce (7.21) to
H0dL =
2c
Ω2gm0
·{
2 + Ωgm0 (1− z)− [2 + Ωgm0]
√
1− Ωgm0z
}
, (7.22)
which is consistent with (3.78) in Ref. [8]. Approximating to Ω1m0 and z
2, we obtain
H0dL = z +
1
2
z2
(
1 +
1
2
Ωgm0
)
. (7.23)
Taking Ωvγ0 = 0.001, Ωgm0 = 0.3Ωvγ0 + 2
√
Ωvγ0 and H
−1
0 = 9.7776 × 109h−1yr[8] and
h = 0.8, from (7.22) we get the dL − z relation which is shown by the curve A in the figure
2; Taking Ωvγ0 = 0.05, Ωgm0 = 2
√
Ωvγ0 we get the dL − z relation which is shown by the
curve B in the figure 2.
Figure 2
VIII. EXISTING FORMS AND DISTRIBUTION FORMS OF s − SU(5) COLOR
SINGLE STATES
In the V − breaking, all s − gauge particles and s− fermions are massless. When the
temperature Ts is high enough, all s− particles must exist in plasma form. When Ts is low,
all s− particles will exist in s− SU(5) color-single state form (conjecture 2). Let A, B, C,
D, E denote the 5 sorts of colors. A component of 10 representation carries color αβ, α,
β = A, B, C, D, E, α 6= β. A component of 5 representation carries color α. A gauge boson
carries colors αβ∗. There are the following sorts of the s− SU(5) color-single states.
2-fermion states: αα∗ or
(
αβ
) (
αβ
)
∗
, α 6= β. 3-fermion states: (AB) (CD)E
or (AB)A∗B∗. 4-fermion states: (AB)CDE. 5-fermion states: ABCDE or
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(AB) (BC) (CD) (DE) (EA) . Gauge boson single-states:
(
αβ∗
) (
α∗β
)
or
(
αβ∗
) (
βγ∗
) (
γα∗
)
etc., α 6= β 6= γ. Fermion-gauge boson single-states: α∗(αβ∗)β, α∗(αγ∗)(γβ∗)β etc..
The masses of all color single states are non-zero, hence ρsγ = 0. The fermions with the
spin s = 1/2 and the least mass and the bosons with the spin s = 0 and the least mass are
stable, because there is no the electroweak interaction among SU(5) color single states. Of
course, there are the s − antiparticles corresponding to the s − colour single states above
as well.
There are interaction among the SU(5) color single states by exchanging the s− SU(5)
color single states. The interaction radius must be very small because the masses of all
s−SU(5) color single states are non-zero. Thus we can approximately regard the s−SU(5)
color single states as ideal gas without collision. Consequently the s − SU(5) color single
states cannot form clusters and must distribute loosely in space, but it is possible they form
s− superclusterings as the neutrinos.
IX. NEW PREDICTIONS AND AN INFERENCE
A. New predictions
1. It is possible that huge voids are not empty and are equivalent to huge concave lenses. The
density of hydrogen inside the huge voids is more less than that predicted by the conventional theory.
There is no interaction except the gravitation among the s−SU(5) singlets (the interac-
tion by exchanging SU(5) singlets between two SU(5) singlets may be neglected), because
SU(5) is a simple group. Hence the s−SU(5) singlets cannot form massive S−objects, the
s− SU(5) color single states can be regarded as ideal gas without collision, the decoupling
temperature of the s−SU(5) singlets must be very high, and the velocities of the s−SU(5)
singlets must be very large and invariant.
The ideal gas has the effect of free flux damping for clustering, i.e. the s−SU(5) singlets
with very high velocities prevents clustering to form. Thus the s − SU(5) singlets must
loosely distribute in space or form s − superclusters (similar to neutrino superclusters)
which are the huge v − voids for v − observers.
Consequently, huge v− voids in the V − breaking are, in fact, superclusters of s−SU(5)
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singlets. The huge v − voids are not empty. There must be s − matter inside them, and
ρ
′
s ≫ ρ′v, ρ′s > ρs, and ρ′v < ρv because of the repulsion between v−matter and s−matter.
Here ρ
′
sand ρ
′
v denote the densities inside the huge v − voids, and ρs and ρv denote the
densities outside the huge v− voids. Because there is the repulsion between s−matter and
v−matter and there is the gravitation among s− particles, a huge v− void can form. The
characters of such a huge v − void are as follows:
A. A v − void must be huge, because there is no other interaction among the s− SU(5)
color single states except the gravitation and the masses of the s− SU(5) singlets are very
small.
B. When v − photons pass through such a huge v − void, the v − photons must suffer
repulsion from ρ
′
s and are scattered by the v−void as they pass through a huge concave lens.
Consequently, the galaxies behind the huge v − void seem to be darker and more remote.
Hence the huge voids are equivalent to huge concave lenses.
C. Both density of matter and density of dark matter in huge voids must be more lower
than those predicted by the conventional theory. Consequently, the density of hydrogen and
the density of helium inside the huge voids must be more less than that predicted by the
conventional theory.
The predict can be confirmed or negated by the observation of hydrogen distribution.
This is a decisive prediction which distinguishes the present model from other models.
2. The gravitation between two galaxies with distant long enough will be less than that predicted
by the conventional theory.
There must be s−matter between two v−galaxies with distance long enough, hence the
gravitation between the two v−galaxies must be less than that predicted by the conventional
theory due to the repulsion between s−matter and v−matter. When the distance between
two v − galaxies is small, the gravitation is not influenced by s−matter, because ρs must
be small when ρv is big.
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3. A black hole with its mass and density big enough will transform into a white hole
Letting there be a v−black hole with its mass and density to be so big that its temperature
can arrive at Tv & Tcr = 2µ/
√
λ since the black hole contracts by its self-gravitation, then
the expectation values of the Higgs fields inside the v−black hole will change from ̟v = ̟v0
and ̟s = 0 into ̟v = ̟s = 0. Consequently, inflation must occur. After inflation, the
most symmetric state will transit into the V − breaking. Thus, the energy of the black hole
must transform into both v − energy and s − energy. Thus, a v − observer will find that
the black hole disappears and a white hole appears.
In the process, part of v − energy transforms into s − energy. A v − observer will
consider the energy not to be conservational because he cannot detect s − matter except
by repulsion. The transformation of black holes is different from the Hawking radiation.
This is the transformation of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs fields. There is no
contradiction between the transformation and the Hawking radiation or another quantum
effect, because both describe different processes and based on different conditions. According
to the present model, there still are the Hawking radiation or other quantum effects of black
holes. In fact, the universe is just a huge black hold. The universe can transform from the
S − breaking into the V − breaking because of its contraction. This transformation is not
quantum effects.
B. An inference : λeff = λ = 0, although ρvac 6= 0
The effective cosmological constant λeff = λ+ρg,vac. The conventional theory can explain
evolution with a small λeff , but ρg,vac = ρvac ≫ λeff , Consequently, the issue of the
cosmological constant appears.
ρvac = 0 can be obtained by some supersymmetric model, but it is not a necessary result.
On the other hand, the particles predicted by the supersymmetric theory have not been
found, although their masses are not large.
ρvac = 0 is a necessary result of our quantum field theory without divergence
[6] . In
this theory, ρvac = 0 is naturally obtained without normal order of operators, there is no
divergence of loop corrections, all known results are obtained, and dark matter which can
form dark galaxies is predicted[7].
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As mention above, this model can explain evolution of the universe without λeff , hence
λeff = 0. (9.1)
Applying the conventional quantum field theory to the present model, we have ρvac =
ρs,vac+ρv,vac, here ρvac is the energy density of the vacuum state. According to the conjecture
1, s−particles and v−particles are symmetric. Hence both ground states must be symmetric
as well. Hence
ρs,vac = ρv,vac = ρvac/2. (9.2)
According to conjecture 1, ρgs = −ρgv when ρs = ρv. Consequently, although
ρvac = ρs,vac + ρv,vac = 2ρs,vac ≫ 0 (9.3)
we have still
ρg,vac = ρsg,vac + ρvg,vac = ρs,vac − ρv,vac = 0, (9.4)
λeff = λ+ ρg,vac = λ = 0. (9.5)
Here λ is the Einstein cosmological constant. This is a direct inference of the present model,
and independent of a quantum field theory.
Because of (9.4) , for the vacuum state in the S − breaking or the V − breaking, the
Einstein field equation is reduced to
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = −8πG (Ts,vac,µν − Tv,vac,µν)
= −8πG (Tv,vac,µν − Ts,vac,µν) = 0. (9.6)
This is a reasonable result.
X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Discussion
The problem of total energy conservation in the general relativity is unsolved up to now,
because tensors at different points cannot summed up. Based on the same reason, the
problem of total gravitation mass conservation in the general relativity is unsolved as well.
Hence I can only discuss T µνg;ν = 0 and T
µν
,ν .
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From (2.22) and (4.9) we see that there are the following corresponding relations between
the conventional theory and the present model.
T µν;ν = 0 −→ T µνg;ν = 0, (10.1)
·
ρ+ 3 (ρ+ p)
·
R
R
= −
·
V
−→ ·ρg + 3 (ρg + pg)
·
R
R
= −
·
V g. (10.2)
(10.2) is consistent with (10.1). For T µνg = T
µν
s − T µνv , there is no such a condition similar
to the dominant energy condition. Hence, there is no such a theorem similar to the positive
energy theorem for T µνg . All ρg > 0, = 0 or ρg < 0 are possible.
If
·
V g = 0, ρs cannot transform into ρv. For example, when temperature is low or so high
that 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = Vs = Vv = 0 and Vg = V0, the transformation of ρs and ρv from one to
another may be neglected. In the case, ρg is the same as ρ on the left of (10.2) and (10.1)
and (10.2) obviously hold. It i.e. seen that in general, (10.1) and (10.2) can hold.
When
·
V g 6= 0, ρs and ρv can transform from one to another. Although ρs transforms to
ρv so that
·
ρg < 0, (10.1) and (10.2) still hold. For example, all Vs, ρs and ρv will increase
when space contracts in the S − breaking, but (10.1) and (10.2) still hold. Such a process
is not different from a equilibrium or stable process.
It is possible that the differential law of energy-momentum conservation holds,
T µνS,ν = T
µν
V,ν = T
µν
,ν = 0, (10.3)
where T µν may contain the contribution of gravitational field as well. This is because there
is no restriction for T µν .
B. Conclusions of the model based on the RW metric
A new conjecture is proposed that there are s−matter and v −matter which are sym-
metric, whose gravitational masses are opposite to each other, although whose masses are all
positive. Both can transform from one to another when temperature T & Tcr. Consequently
there is no singularity in the model. The cosmological constant λeff = λ = 0 is determined
although the energy density of the vacuum state is still very large. A theorem related to
singularity is presented.
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The conjecture are not in contradiction with all given experiments and astronomical
observations up to now, although the conjecture corrects the equivalence principle. This is
because SU(5) singlets which violate the equivalence principle cannot be observed and can
only loosely distribute in space as so-called dark energy.
There are two sorts of breaking modes, i.e. the S − breaking and the V − breaking.
In the V − breaking v − SU(5) is broken into v − SU(3) × U (1) and s − SU(5) is still
kept. Consequently, v − particles get their masses and form v − atoms, v − observers and
v−galaxies etc., while s−gauge bosons and s−fermions are still massless and must form
s− SU(5) color-single states after reheating. There is no interaction among the s− SU(5)
color-single states except the gravitation, because SU(5) group is a simple group. Hence
they must distribute loosely in space, cannot be observed and can cause space to expand
with an acceleration. Thus, v−matter is identified with conventional matter (include dark
matter) and s−matter is similar to the dark energy. But in contrast with the dark energy,
the gravitational mass of s−matter is negative in the V − breaking.
Based on the present model, the space evolving process is as follows. Firstly, in the
S − breaking, ρg = ρs − ρv > 0, hence space contracts and Ts rises. When Ts arrives the
critical temperature Tcr, 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0, the [v − SU(5)]×[s− SU(5)] symmetry is realized,
and the masses of all particles originating from the couplings with the Higgs fields are zero
so that ρs and ρv can transform from one into another. As a consequence, ρg = ρs− ρv < 0,
and Vg = V0. When space contracts further, R arrives the least scale Rmin > 0 and Tv
arrives the highest temperature Tmax. Then space expands and inflation must occur. After
the inflation, the phase transition of the vacuum (the reheating process) occurs. After
the reheating process, this state with the highest symmetry transits to the state with the
V − breaking. Space in the V − breaking have two evolving stages. Space firstly expands
with a deceleration because ρg = ρv − ρs > 0; then expands with an acceleration up to now
because ρg < 0 and k = −1. The results above is still valid when V ⇄ S and v ⇄ s. It is
seen that the world in the S − breaking and the world in the V − breaking can transform
from one into another.
There are the critical temperature Tcr, the highest temperature Tmax, the least scale Rmin
and the largest energy density ρmax in the universe. V0 and Tcr are two new important
constants.
A formula is derived which well describes the relation between a luminosity distance and
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the redshift corresponding to it.
Three new predicts have been given.
Huge v− voids in the V − breaking are not empty, but are superclusters of s−particles.
The huge voids are equivalent to huge concave lens. The density of hydrogen and the density
of helium in the huge voids predicted by the present model must be much less than that
predicted by the conventional theory.
The gravitation between two galaxies with distant long enough will be less than that
predicted by the conventional theory.
It is possible that a v − black hole with its big enough mass and density can transform
into a huge white hole by its self-gravitation.
It is possible that the differential law of energy-momentum conservation holds, T µν,ν = 0,
where T µν may contain the contribution of gravitational field as well. This is because there
is no restriction for T µν .
Part II
An explanation for some phenomena
based on the first model
XI. INTRODUCTION TO EXPLANATION FOR SOME PHENOMENA
The evolution of the universe has been explained and the cosmological constant issue has
been solved based on the first model. There are two ways to explain the primordial nucle-
osynthesis and the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) by suitably choosing
parameters in this model. The first way is based on this model and the F −W dark matter
model[7] or mirror dark matter model[16]; The second way is based on this model and the
cold-dark matter model. Generalizing the equations governing nonrelativistic fluid motion[8]
to the present model, we have derived the equations of structure formation. According to the
equations, galaxies can form earlier than that according to the Friedmann model; Galaxies
distribution is not uniform in radial direction. There are two sphere layers in which the
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density of galaxies is relatively larger. SU(5) color single states must loosely distribute in
space or form superclusters which are equivalent to huge voids for observers.
Only the expanding process after reheating is considered in the present part. According
to the model, after reheating, the density of the gravitational potential energy Vg = Vv +
V0 − Vs ∼ 0 and
·
V g ∼ 0. Thus the evolution equations (4.5)− (4.6) is reduced to
·
R
2
+ k = ηρgR
2, k = −1, η ≡ 8πG/3, (11.1)
··
R = −1
2
η (ρg + 3pg)R. (11.2)
ρg = ρv − ρs, pg = pv − ps, in the V − breaking. (11.3)
A. The F −W dark matter model
The F −W dark matter model[7] is a necessary inference of the quantum field theory
without divergence[6]. The F −W dark matter model is similar with the mirror dark matter
model.
According to the mirror dark matter model, it is impossible that the density of matter is
equal to that of mirror matter in order to explain the primordial nucleosynthesis and CMBR.
This is too difficult to understanding, because matter and mirror matter are symmetric and
both can transform from one into another when temperature is high enough.
In contrast with the mirror dark matter model, according to the F−W model, F−matter
and W − matter are completely symmetric in both properties and density, there is no
interaction except the gravitation and Higgs couplings between F−matter andW−matter.
Thus, W − matter is dark matter for a F − observer, and vice versa. Both F − matter
and W −matter belong to v−matter. We regard F −matter as conventional matter, and
W −matter as dark matter or mirror matter.
In order to analyze the primordial nucleosynthesis, we divide F − matter into three
sorts. The first sort is called F −massive particles whose masses are denoted by MvF , and
MvF > 1MeV . It is composed of F − nucleons and unknown F − particles. The unknown
F − particles are invisible for a time so that they belong to cold dark matter. The second
sort is called F − light particles whose masses are denoted by mvF l, 1MeV > mvF l ≫ 1eV ,
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e.g. F − electrons. The third sort is called F − photon − like particles whose masses are
zero, e.g. F −photons and F −neutrinos whose masses are approximately regarded as zero.
Let the densities of the three sorts of particles are ρvFM , ρvF l, and ρvFγ , respectively, then
ρvF = ρvFM + ρvF l + ρvFγ . (11.4)
Considering F −matter and W −matter to be completely symmetric, we have
ρvFM = ρvWM , ρvF l = ρvWl, ρvFγ = ρvWγ , (11.5)
ρvW = ρvWM + ρvWl + ρvWγ = ρvF . (11.6)
ρv = ρvF + ρvW = 2ρvF = ρvM + ρvl + ρvγ . (11.7)
ρvM = 2ρvFM , ρvl = 2ρvF l, ρvγ = 2ρvFγ. (11.8)
ρvFM = ρvFB + ρvUF , ρvUF = ρvUW , ρvFB = ρvWB, (11.9)
where ρvFB is the density of F-baryons and ρvUF is the density of unknown F-particles. Both
W −matter and unknown F − particles are invisible for a F − observer, hence the density
ρdm of dark matter is
ρdm = ρvW + ρvUF ≡ ρcd + ρhd, (11.10)
ρcd ≡ ρvWB + ρvUW + ρvUF , (11.11)
ρhd ≡ ρvWl + ρvWγ, (11.12)
where ρcd and ρhd are the density of cold-dark matter and the density of hot-dark matter,
respectively. Observations show ρhd0 ≪ ρcd0. It is seen from (11.6) and (11.9)− (11.10) that
dark matter is composed of three parts. The first part is the W − baryons which can form
galaxies (dark galaxies) as the F − baryons. The second part is unknown F −matter which
is invisible for a time. The third part is composed of unknownW−matter, W−photons and
light W − particles which are possibly always invisible and have only cosmological effects.
The density of visible matter is
ρvis = ρvFB + ρvF l + ρvFγ .
ρvF and ρvW can transform from one into another when temperature is high enough by
the couplings of F −Higgs and W −Higgs fields.
In V − breaking, all s− particles must form s− SU(5) color single states whose masses
are not zero, i.e. there is no s − photon so that ρsγ = 0. Thus, s-particles may be divided
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into two sorts. The first sort is composed of massive s-particles whose masses Ms > 1MeV
and density is ρsM ; The second sort is composed of light s-particles with their masses msl
and density ρsl, 1MeV > msl ≫ 1eV . Thus,
ρsm = ρsM + ρsl. (11.13)
ρsl/ρsM is a undetermined parameter.
When temperature T < 1MeV, psM ≪ ρsM and pvM ≪ ρvM so that psM and pvM may
be neglected. Considering Vg =
·
V g = 0 after particles decouple, and pvγ = ρvγ/3, letting
psl = κρsl and pvl = κρvl, from (11.1)− (11.2) we have
d (ρMgR
3)
dt
+
d
(
ρlgR
3(1+κ)
)
R3κdt
+
d (ρvγgR
4)
Rdt
= 0,
ρMgR
3 = (ρvM − ρsM)R3 = ρvM (1− SM)R3 ∼ CMg,
ρlgR
3(1+κ) = (ρvl − ρsl)R3(1+κ) ∼ Clg, ρvγgR4 ∼ Cvγg, (11.14)
where all Cmg, Clg and Cvγg are parameters, and SM ≡ ρsM/ρvM is a undetermined parame-
ter. When temperature is high enough, e.g. T & Tcr, all masses may be regarded photon-like
particles. κ is a function of temperature,
κ . 1/3, when T & 1MeV,
0 < κ < 1/3 when 1MeV > T & 1eV
0 . κ, when T . 1eV. (11.15)
B. The cold-dark matter model
Both matter and dark matter belong to v-matter according to this cosmological model.
Cold-dark matter is composed of such particles which have large masses and very weak
interaction. The present observations show that there are dark energy and dark matter.
Visible matter is ordinary baryon matter. Let the density of dark energy, the density of
visible matter, the density of cold-dark matter, the density of hot-dark matter be ρde, ρB, ρcd,
and ρhd, respectively, then ρdm = ρcd+ρhd and the total density is ρt = ρde+ρdm+ρB+ρl+ργ.
Observations show
ρde0
ρt0
= 0.73,
ρdm0
ρt0
= 0.23,
ρB0
ρt0
= 0.04,
ρdm0/ρB0 ∼ 6, ρcd0 ≫ ρhd0 ∼ ργ0, ρdm0 ∼ ρcd0. (11.16)
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After nucleons decouple, ρdm ∼ R−3 and ρcd ∼ R−3. From (11.16) we have
ρdm ∼ ρcd ∼ 6ρB. (11.17)
According to this cosmological model, there is no dark energy, but there are s-matter
and v-matter. In the V-breaking, s-matter corresponds the dark energy, but ρsg = −ρs. For
primordial nucleosynthesis and CMBR, (11.1)− (11.3) is applicable. The hot-dark matter
is composed of neutrinos mainly and ρhd ∼ ργ . For simplicity, we replace ρhd + ργ by ργ.
Combining this cosmological model and the the cold-dark matter model, we have
ρv = ρB + ρcd + ρl + ργ , ρhd + ργ −→ ργ (11.18)
Thus (11.1) can be write as
H2 =
(
·
R/R
)2
= −k/R2 + η{(ρB + ρcd + ρl + ργ)
− (ρsM + ρsl)}. (11.19)
In section 12, primordial nucleosynthesis is explained; In section 13, CMBR is explained;
In section 14, dynamics of structure formation and the distributive form of the SU(5) color
single states; Section 15 is the conclusion of the part.
XII. PRIMORDIAL NUCLEOSYNTHESIS
A. Explanation for primordial nucleosynthesis the by the Friedmann model
The primordial helium abundance Y4 is determined by nn/n
[17]
p ,
Y4 = 2/
[
1 + (nn/np)
−1] , (12.1)
nn/np = exp (−△m/kTd) , △m = mn −mp,
where nn/np is the neutron-proton ratio in the unit comoving volume at the freeze-out
temperature Td. Td is determined by Γ = Γ (T ) and H (T ) =
·
R/R, e.g.
Γ (T ) = H (T ) , (12.2)
here Γ is the interaction rate experienced by a nucleon. According to the conventional theory
Γ ∼ G2FT 5, (12.3)
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where GF is the weak interaction Fermi constant.
Considering the cold-dark matter model and the Friedmann model with k = 0 and the
effective cosmological constant λeff , we have
H˜2 = η (ρB + ρcd + ρl + ργ + λeff ) (12.4)
The freezing-out temperature is Td ∼ 0.8MeV at which Γ (Td) ∼ H (Td) . Consequently
ρB may be neglected. The reasons are as follows.
ρB = ρB0
(
R0
R
)3
, ργ = ργ0
(
R0
R
)4
,
ρB
ργ
=
ρB0
ργ0
R
R0
,
R
R0
∼ Tγ0
Tγ
. (12.5)
Tγ is the effective temperature of photons. Tγ = T before photons decouple. Tγ0 = 0.235×
10−4eV. Thus Td/T0 ∼ 1010. Substituting Td/T0 and ρB0/ργ0 ∼ 6000[5] into (12.4), we have
ρB (Td) ≪ ργ (Td) so that ρB (Td) may be neglected. According to the cold-dark matter
model, ρdm ∼ ρcd ∼ 6ρB ∼ R−3 when T ∼ Td, and λeff is very small and is invariant. Hence
ρcd and λeff may be neglected when T ∼ Td (see (11.14) , (11.17)− (11.18)).
When T ∼ Td, electrons and neutrinos may be regarded as photon-like particles. Con-
sidering three generations of neutrinos and electrons and their antiparticles, we have
g∗ = 2 + (7/8)× (2× 2 + 3× 2) = 43/4
Thus, from the Friedmann model we have
H˜2 (Td) ∼ η (ρl + ργ) = ηπ
2
30
g∗T 4d . (12.6)
Taking (12.2) as a rough approximation, from (12.3) and (12.6) we get Td ∼ 0.8MeV.
Substituting Td ∼ 0.8MeV into (12.1) , we get
nn/np ∼ 1/7, Y4 ∼ 1/4. (12.7)
B. Explanation for primordial nucleosynthesis by this cosmological model and the
F-W dark matter model or the cold dark matter model
As mentioned before, F−matter is regarded as the conventional matter. Thus ρvFB = ρB,
ρvF l = ρl, ρvFγ = ργ and Tv = T.
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Thus, (12.3) still holds, provided T is replaced by Tv. This is because both W −particles
and s−particles do not influence F −nuclear interactions. Thus, provided (12.6) is derived
from the present model, this model can explain primordial nucleosynthesis.
Observations show ρdm/ρB ∼ 6. As mentioned above, when T ∼ Td, ρB ≪ ργ , i.e.
ρvFB ≪ ρvFγ . Consequently, ρvFB and ρcd may be neglected when T ∼ Td due to ρcd . ρdm.
Thus ρvM may be neglected due to (11.8)− (11.9) .
Before photons decouple, Tγ = T . For the stage in which photon-like particles is domi-
native,
Ts
Ts0
=
R0
R
=
Tv
Tv0
(12.8)
we have Ts ∼ Tv. Thus, because of (11.15)− (11.17) and ρsM ∼ ρvM ≪ ρvFγ , ρsM may be
neglected when Tv ∼ Td. On the other hand, when Tv ∼ Td,
k/ηR2 ≪ ρvFγ ∼ R−4, (12.9)
so that k/ηR2 may be neglected when Tv ∼ Td.
Taking
ρvWl (T ) + ρvWγ (T )− ρsl (T ) ∼ 0, when T & Td, (12.10)
neglecting ρvFM and ρsM , when Tv ∼ Td, we can reduce (11.1) as
H2 = η{2 (ρvFM + ρvF l + ρvFγ)− (ρsM + ρsl)}
∼ η (ρvF l + ρvFγ) = ηπ
2
30
g∗T 4d , (12.11)
where g∗ = 43/4. Thus, (12.11) is the same as (12.6) . It is seen that this model and the
F −W model can still explain the primordial nucleosynthesis and Y4, although ρvF = ρvW .
This is different from the mirror dark matter model.
It is easily seen from (11.10)− (11.12) that the cold dark matter model is equivalent to
ρvWl = ρvWγ = 0. From (12.10) we see that provided ρsl = 0 is taken, when T ∼ Td, we
can still explain the primordial nucleosynthesis based this model and the cold dark matter
model.
For the cold-dark matter model, (−k/R2) , ρB, ρcd and ρsM may be neglected because of
the same reasons as above. From (11.18) − (11.19) we see that provided ρsl ∼ 0 is taken
when T ∼ Td, we can still explain the primordial nucleosynthesis based this cosmological
model and the cold dark matter model.
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XIII. COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND RADIATION
A. The recombination temperature Trec
It is the same as the conventional theory that there are the inflation and big bang processes
in the present model. Hence there must be CMBR.
As mentioned before, v − F − matter is regarded as the conventional matter. Thus,
T = Tv. The recombination mechanism and temperature of this model is the same as those
of the conventional theory, because there is no interaction between the v − F − particles
and the v −W − particles except the gravitation and there is no interaction between the
v−F−particles and the s−particles except the repulsion as well. From the Saha formulas[17]
we can determine the recombination temperature Tvrec,
1− χ
χ2
= 1.1× 10−8ξT 3/2v exp
13.6
Tv
= 3.96× 10−14ξA3/2 exp 57872
A
, (13.1)
χ = np/ (np + nH) ,
A ≡ Tγv/Tvγ0 = Tv/Tvγ0,
where np = ne and nH are the number densities of protons and hydrogens, respectively,
Tvγ0 = 2.35 × 10−4ev, and 13.6ev is the ionization potential energy of hydrogen. Before
v − F − photons decouple, Tγv = Tv.
Taking ξ ∼ 5× 10−10 and χ = 0.1, we obtain[5].
Tvrec = 0.295ev = Trec, (1 + zrec) = Tvrec/Tvγ0 = 1255. (13.2)
Tvrec is just the result of the conventional theory.
B. The temperature of matter-radiation equality
Let the temperature of matter-radiation equality be Teq, then Teq ∼ Tvrec ≪ me ∼ mvF l.
Thus pvF l may be neglected so that ρvF l ∝ R−3. When Tv ≤ Teq, because of (11.8) and
(11.14), the density of v −matter can be written as
ρvm = 2ρvFm = 2 (ρvFM + ρvF l) = ρvm0R
3
0/R
3. (13.3)
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In contrast with the conventional theory, according to the F −W model, not only there are
F − photon (ordinary photons), but also W − photons (dark photons), and ρvFγ = ρvWγ .
From this we can estimate Teq as follows.
Because (11.14) and (11.8) or (11.5) , the density of photon-like particles is
ρvγ ≡ 2ρvFγ = 2ρvFγ0R40/R4 = 2×
π2
30
g∗γT
4
vγ , (13.4)
g∗γ = 2 +
7
8
× 6×
(
4
11
)4/3
= 3.36. (13.5)
Here the photons and the three species of neutrinos are considered[18].
Letting ρvm (Teq) = ρvγ (Teq), Considering (R0/R) = (Tvγ/Tvγ0), from (13.3)− (13.4) we
have
ρvm0
2ρvFγ0
=
1
2
· ρm0
ργ0
=
R0
R
=
Tvγ
Tvγ0
(13.6)
Considering TvFγ0 = T0 = 2.35× 10−4ev, from (13.4)− (13.5) we get
ρvγ0 = 2ρvFγ0 = 6.7425× 10−51Gev4. (13.7)
Observations show that the total density of matter and dark matter is ρ0 = Ω0ρc = 0.27ρc,
H20 ≡ ηρc. According to the F −W model, this implies
ρ0 = ρv0 = 2 (ρvFM0 + ρvF l0 + ρvFγ0)
≃ 2 (ρvFM0 + ρvF l0) = ρvm0 = Ω0ρc
= 1.8789× 10−26h2Ω0 · kg ·m−3
= 9.238× 10−48Gev4, when h = 0.65. (13.8)
where h = 0.5− 0.8. Here ργ0 is neglected due to ρB0/ργ0 ∼ 6000[5]. From (13.6)− (13.8) we
obtain
Tveq = Tvγeq = 0.32ev, when h = 0.65. (13.9)
ργ0 = ρvγ0/2 and ρm0 = ρvm0 in (13.6) are the densities of radiation and matter, respectively,
in the conventional theory. Let T ′eq be is the temperature of matter-radiation equality in the
conventional theory, from (13.6) we see
T ′eq = 2Tveq = 0.64ev = 2Tveq. (13.10)
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C. Decoupling temperature
The decoupling temperature of photons Tdec is determined by Γ (Tdec) and H (Tdec) .
According to the conventional theory[17],
Γ = neσTh, ne = np ≡ χξnγ
(np + nH) = ξnγ = ξ
(
2.4
π2
T 3
)
,
ξ ∼ 5× 10−10, σTh = 1.71× 103GeV −2.
Γ = 5.4×!0−36χξA3GeV, (13.11)
where A ≡ Tγ/Tγ0 = Tvγ/Tvγ0.
From the present model and the F −W model [7] we have the same result as (13.11),
because F-matter is regarded as conventional matter. In order to determine the decoupling
temperature Tdec, only it is necessary to determine H (Tv) .
When Tv = Tvdec, ρvm is the same as (13.3) because Tdec ∼ Tveq < 1ev. Let when
Tv = Tveq, Ts = Tsq and ρsm = ρsM + ρsl ≡ smqρvm (Tveq) . Considering
Tsq
Ts
=
R
Req
=
Tveq
Tv
(13.12)
and ρvγ,eq = ρvm,eq, we can rewrite ρvm, ρvγ and ρsm as follows.
ρvm =
ρvm
ρvm0
ρvm0
ρc
ρc =
R30
R3
Ωm0ρc
= A3Ωm0ρc, A ≡ Tvγ
Tvγ0
=
R0
R
, (13.13)
ρvγ =
ρvγ
ρvγ,eq
ρvγ,eq
ρvm,eq
ρvm,eq
ρvm0
ρvm0
ρc
ρc
=
(
Tvγ0
Tvγ,eq
)
A4Ωm0ρc, (13.14)
ρsm =
ρsm
ρsm,eq
ρsm,eq
ρvm,eq
ρvm,eq
ρvm0
ρvm0
ρc
ρc
= smqA
3Ωm0ρc, (13.15)
smq ≡ ρsm,eq
ρvm,eq
=
ρsm0
ρvm0
, e.g. smq = 1.5. (13.16)
(11.14) is considered in (13.16). k = −1 may be neglected because R0/Rvdec ∼ Tvdec/T0 ∼
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103 and
(−k/ηR20) (R0/Rvdec)2 ≪ ρg0 (R0/Rvdec)3 , (13.17)
Rvdec = R0Tvγ0/Tvdec, Tvdec = Tvγdec.
Considering H0 =
√
ηρc = 65km · (s ·Mpc)−1 = 1.4 × 10−42Gev, Ωvm0 = 0.27, and
Tv0/Tveq = (2.35× 10−4) /0.32 = 0.734× 10−3, from (13.13)− (13.16) we get
H2 = ηρg = η (ρvm + ρvγ − ρsm)
= 0.27× 1.42 × 10−82A3·(
1− smq + 0.734× 10−3A
)
(Gev)2 . (13.18)
This is the only difference between this model and the Friedmann model in order to determine
the decoupling temperature.
Taking the crude approximation
Γ (Tv) = H (Tv) , (13.19)
from (13.11) and (13.18)− (13.19) we can represent χ and χA3/2 by A. Thereby from (13.1),
(13.11) and (13.18)− (13.19) we can determine A and χ.
χA3/2 = ξ−11.347× 10−7 (1− tmq + 0.734× 10−3A)1/2 (13.20)
A3/2 = ξ−11.347× 10−7 (1− tmq + 0.734× 10−3A)1/2
+ ξ−17.185× 10−28
× (1− tmq + 0.734× 10−3A)× exp 57872
A
(13.21)
Taking smq = 1.5 and ξ = 5× 10−10, we have
A = 1 + zdec = 1096.5, (13.22)
Tvdec = ATγ0 = 0.257eV, χ = 0.004. (13.23)
This result is consistent with that of the Friedmann model Tdec = 0.25eV and χ = 0.004
[17].
It can be proved that zdec is not susceptible for change of smq in the scope 1.1− 1.7.
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For the cold-dark matter model, (13.11) still holds. Thus, provided ρsl = 0 and smq =
1.1 in (13.18) and (13.21) , considering ρvm = ρB + ρcd, ργ = ρvγ and ρsm = ρsM , from
(11.19) we can still obtain the result (13.22) − (13.23) . In fact, in the case, there is only
one sort of photon-like particles, i.e. ordinary photons and neutrinos. Hence Tveq −→
T ′veq = 2Tveq = 0.64eV so that 0.734× 10−3 = (Tv0/Tveq) = (2.35× 10−4) /0.32 becomes
(Tv0/T
′veq) = (2.35× 10−4) /0.64. In order to get the result (13.22) − (13.23) , provided
smq = 1.5 −→ 1.1. Thus, we can still obtain the results above.
Sum up, we see that the primordial nucleosynthesis and CMBR can be explained based
on this model and the F −W dark matter model or the cold dark matter model.
D. Space is open
From (13.2) we see Tvrec = Trec. On the other hand, as mentioned before, F −matter is
same as the conventional matter and there are the same reheating process so that Tvreh =
Treh.
The interaction of s−Higgs fields and v−Higgs fields (2.10) may be neglected, because
m (Ωs) and m (Ωv) are very large after reheating. Thus, there is no interaction except the
repulsion or the gravitation among F −matter, W −matter and s−matter. The speed in
F −matter is not influenced by W −matter and s−matter. On the other hand, F −matter
and W −matter are symmetric and F −matter is identified as conventional matter. Hence
we have
cvFs = cvWs ≡ cv = cs, (13.24)
Tvrec = Trec, Tvreh = Treh (13.25)
Here cvFs = ∂pvF /∂ρvF and cvWs = ∂pvW /∂ρvW are the sound speeds in the F −matter or
in the W −matter, respectively.
After reheating, temperature is so high that there are the F − plasma, the W − plasma
and the S−plasma. The F −plasma and the W −plasma are the same as the conventional
plasma, because F −matter and W −matter are symmetric.
Let △tvhc be the duration in which Tvreh descends into Tvrec according to this model and
△thc be that according to the Friedmann model, there must be
△ tvhc > △thc. (13.26)
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The reasons are as follows.
△thc is determined by the Friedmann model and the cold-dark matter model in the
conventional theory. As mentioned before, according to the Friedmann model and the cold-
dark matter model, λeff ≪ ρB ≪ ργ when T & Td. Thus λeff , ρB and ρcd ∼ 6ρB may be
neglected. Thus, (12.4) is reduced to
H˜2 ∼ η (ρl + ργ) = ηπ
2
30
g∗T 4 when.T & Td, (13.27)
H˜2 = η (ρB + ρcd + ρl + ργ) when Td > T & Trec. (13.28)
Thus △thc is determined by (13.27)− (13.28) . When Td > T & Trec, ρB, ρcd and ρsM cannot
be neglected because ρB and ρsM ∝ R
−3 and ργ ∝ R
−4
△tvhc is determined by (11.1) and (12.10). As mentioned before, k may be neglected
when Tv & Trec ∼ 1eV. Thus we can rewrite (11.1) as
H2 (Tv) = η[2 (ρvFM + ρvF l + ρvFγ)− (ρsM + ρsl)]. (13.29)
Considering ρB = ρvFB, ρl = ρvF l, ργ = ρvFγ (12.10) and (11.11) , neglecting ρsM and ρvFM ,
we again get
H2 = η (ρvF l + ρvFγ) = η
π2
30
g∗T 4v when Tv & Td. (13.30)
Considering Tv = T , we have
H = H˜ when T & Td. (13.31)
From (11.8)− (11.9) , (11.11) and (13.16) we have
2ρvFM = ρB + ρcd, ρvF l + ρvFγ = ρl + ργ .
ρsM ∼ 1.5× 2ρvFM . (13.32)
When Td > T & Trec, from (11.14)− (11.15) and (12.10) we have
ρvWl (T ) + ρvWγ (T )− ρsl (T ) . 0. (13.33)
Considering (13.32)− (13.33) and comparing (13.28) and (13.29), we find
H < H˜ when Td > T & Trec. (13.34)
Consequently, it is necessary due to (13.31) and (13.34) that Treh = Tvreh can descend faster
to Trec = Tvrec according to the Friedmann model than that according to the present model
and the F −W model. Thus, (13.26) must holds. Considering cvs = cs, we have
cvs△ tvhc = cs△ tvhc > cs△ thc. (13.35)
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Based on △thc = 3.8 × 105yr, space is regarded to be flat according to the conventional
theory. But based on △tvhc > △thc and cvs = cs, space is open (k < 0) according to the this
model. This shows this model to be self consistent.
Combining the cold dark matter model and this model, we can still get the result similar
to (13.35). The cold dark matter model is equivalent to ρvm = ρB + ρcd, ρvl + ρvγ = ρl + ργ,
ρsM = ρsm, ρvWl + ρvWγ = 0 so that ρsl = 0, and ssq = ρsm/ρvm = 1.1. When T & Td,
(13.30) still holds because ρsm, ρB + ρcd may be neglected. When Td > T & Trec, we have
H2 = η (ρB + ρcd + ρvl + ρvγ − ρsm) . (13.36)
It is seen from (13.28) and (13.36) that (13.34) still holds because ρsm ∼ 1.1ρvm.
XIV. DYNAMICS OF STRUCTURE FORMATION AND THE DISTRIBUTIVE
FORM OF THE SU(5) SINGLETS
A. The equations of structure formation
Generalizing the equations governing nonrelativistic fluid motion[8] to the model without
singularity, in the V − breaking, considering (1)− (3) , we have
(
∂
∂t
+ vv·∇
)
vv = −∇pv
ρv
−∇Φ, (14.1)
∂
∂t
ρv +∇ · (ρvvv) = 0 (14.2)
∇2Φ = 4πG (ρv − ρs) , (14.3)(
∂
∂t
+ vs·∇
)
vs = −∇ps
ρs
+∇Φ, (14.4)
∂
∂t
ρs +∇ · (ρsvs) = 0, (14.5)
where ∂/∂t+vv ·∇ is call the convective derivative[8]. We can produce the linearized equations
of motion by collecting terms of first order in perturbations about a homogeneous background
ρv = ρv0 + δρv etc.. Letting
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vv = vv0 + δvv, vs = vs0 + δvs (14.6)
ρv = ρv0 + δρv, ρs = ρs0 + δρs, (14.7)
δv =
δρv
ρv0
, δs =
δρs
ρs0
, (14.8)
where v0 = Hx =
(
·
a/a
)
x is the Hubble expansion. Now, for sufficiently small perturba-
tions, we get
(
∂
∂t
+ vv0·∇
)
δvv = −∇δpv
ρv0
−∇δΦ− (δvv · ∇)vv0, (14.9)(
∂
∂t
+ vv0 · ∇
)
δv = −∇·δvv, (14.10)
∇2Φ = 4πG (ρv0δv − ρs0δs) , (14.11)(
∂
∂t
+ v0·∇
)
δvs = −∇δps
ρs0
+∇δΦ− (δvs · ∇)v0, (14.12)(
∂
∂t
+ v0 · ∇
)
δs = −∇·δvs. (14.13)
Defining the comoving spatial coordinates
x(t) = a (t) r (t) , δv (t) = a (t)u (t) , ∇x = ∇r
a
. (14.14)
(14.9)− (14.10) and (14.12)− (14.13) can be rewritten as
·
uv + 2
·
a
a
uv=
∇δΦ
a2
− ∇δpv
ρv0
(14.15)
·
δv = −∇·δuv, (14.16)
·
us + 2
·
a
a
us= −∇δΦ
a2
− ∇δps
ρs0
(14.17)
·
δs = −∇·δus, (14.18)
Letting
δvk = δvk (t) exp (−ikv · r) , c2v =
∂pv
∂ρv
, (14.19)
δsk = δsk (t) exp (−iks · r) , c2s =
∂ps
∂ρs
, (14.20)
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from (14.15)− (14.20) and (14.11) we can get
··
δvk + 2
·
a
a
·
δvk = 4πG (ρv0δvk − ρs0δsk)− c
2
vk
2
v
a2
δvk, (14.21)
··
δsk + 2
·
a
a
·
δsk = 4πG (ρs0δsk − ρv0δvk)− c
2
sk
2
s
a2
δsk, (14.22)
Where dots stand for d/dt = (∂/∂t + v0·▽r) . It is necessary that δsk < 0 when δvk > 0
and that δsk > 0 when δvk < 0, because there is only repulsion between s − matter and
v −matter. Consequently,
ρv0δvk − ρs0δsk = ρv0δvk + ρs0 | δsk |, (14.23)
ρs0δsk − ρv0δvk = ρs0δsk + ρv0 | δvk | . (14.24)
B. Three predictions.
1. Galaxies can form faster and earlier according to the present model than that according
to the Friedmann model.
From (14.21) and (14.23) we see that δvk (t) can grow faster than that determined by the
Friedmann model because ρv0δvk + ρs0 | δsk |> ρv0δvk. The origin is the repulsion between
s−matter and v −matter.
2. Galaxies distribution is not uniform in radial direction. There are two sphere layers
in which the density of galaxies is relatively larger.
According to the present model, there is
·
amin. If
·
amin is so small that it may be neglected,
v0 may be neglected as well. For simplicity, ρs0δsk in (14.21) is neglected, because ρv0δvk+ρs0 |
δsk |> ρv0δvk. Thus, in the period in which ·amin is may be neglected, for long-wavelength, i.e.
(4πGρv0 − c2vk′2v ) > 0, from (14.21) and (14.23) we see that δvk (t) can grow exponentially,
··
δvk (t) =
(
4πGρv0 − c2vk′2v
)
δvk, δvk (t) = exp (t/τ) , (14.25)
where τ = 1/
√
4πGρv0 − c2vk′2v , k′v = kv/a. For observation, this implies that the density
of galaxies and the brightness will be relatively larger in the sphere layer corresponding to
·
amin ∼ 0 than those in near other sphere layer. Of course, the density of galaxies on the
sphere-surface is still uniform.
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If (| δsk | /δvk) in (14.23) is regarded as invariant approximately, we have
τ =
[
4πG (ρv0 + ρs0 | δsk | /δvk)− c2vk′2v
]
−1/2
. (14.26)
In the V − breaking, v−particles can form particles with large masses as v−atoms and
v −molecules by the electroweak interaction. The density ρvγ of photon-like particles may
be neglected and matter is dominative in low temperatures. In this stage, the velocities u′vs
of the particles with large masses may be neglected so that
(
·
a/a
)
· uv in (14.15) may be
neglected as well. Thus, in the period in which ρvm is relatively larger and
(
·
a/a
)
· uv may
be neglected, for long-wavelength, from (14.15) and (14.21) we get again the result similar
(14.25) .
Thus, galaxies distribution is not uniform in radial direction. There are two sphere layers
in which the density of galaxies is relatively larger.
3. The s − SU(5) color single states must loosely distribute in space or form s −
superclustering, i.e. huge v − voids.
There is no interaction except the gravitation among the s − SU(5) color single states,
because SU(5) is a simple group and SU(5) symmetry holds in the V-breaking. There is
no interaction except the repulsion between v −matter and s−matter. Consequently, the
s − SU(5) color single states have decoupled after reheating, and can be regarded as ideal
gas without collision. The ideal gas has the effect of free flux damping for clustering, i.e.
the s− SU(5) color single states with very high velocities prevents δsk (t) to increase. The
velocities us of the s− SU(5) color single states must be very large and invariant, because
their decoupling temperature, i.e. the temperature after the reheating, is very high, and
there is no interaction except the repulsion or gravitation. Thus
·
δs = −∇ · us cannot be
small. Hence when
·
a/a cannot be neglected,
(
·
a
·
δsk/a
)
in (14.22) cannot be neglected as
well. The damping term
(
·
a
·
δsk/a
)
reduces δsk (t) to grow. When
(
·
a/a
)
may be neglected,
the perturbation δsk will slowly grow in power rules. Thus, the s−SU(5) color single states
must loosely distribute in space or form s− superclusters which are the huge v − voids for
v− observers. In the huge v− voids, ρs ≫ ρv, because of the repulsion between v−matter
and s−matter. The features of the huge v-voids have been discussed before.
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XV. CONCLUSIONS OF THE EXPLANATION FOR SOME PHENOMENA
Based on the first model without singularity and the F − W dark matter model or
cold dark matter model, the primordial nucleosynthesis and CMBR are explained. Based
on the analysis of the baryon-elementary wave which began at reheating and ended at
recombination, we see that space is open. This shows this model to be self-consistent.
Generalizing equations governing nonrelativistic fluid motion to the present model, we have
derived the equations of structure formation. Based on the equations, the following three
predictions are obtained. Galaxies can form faster and earlier according to the present
model than according to the Friedmann model; Galaxies distribution is not uniform in radial
direction. There are two sphere layers in which the density of galaxies is relatively larger.
SU(5) singlets must loosely distribute in space or form superclusters which are equivalent
to huge voids for observers.
Part III
A cosmological model without
singularity based on a new metric
XVI. INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL BASED ON A NEW METRIC
As mentioned in section 2, the existing probability of the S − breaking and the V −
breaking must be equal, because the s−Higgs fields and the v−Higgs fields are symmetric.
This equality can be realized by the following two sorts of modes.
(1) The whole universe is in the same breaking (e.g. the S − breaking), but this sort
of breaking (the S − breaking) can transform to the other (the V − breaking) as space
contracts to the least scale Rmin.
In this case, a hypersurface of simultaneity must be complete as the same as the Fried-
mann model. The 3−dimensional volume of a complete hypersphere is finite, and the
3-dimensional volume of a complete hyperplane or hyper-hyperboloid is infinite. Conse-
quently, if the density of matter is finite and the cosmological principle holds, k cannot be
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changeable, because a complete hypersphere cannot transform into a complete hyperplane
or hyper-hyperboloid in the case. This mode has been discussed in the first part.
(2) There are the two sorts of breaking in the universe simultaneously. Consequently, the
universe must be composed of infinite s−cosmic islands with the S−breaking and v−cosmic
islands with V − breaking. Every cosmic island must be finite. Thus, the supersurface of a
cosmic island must be incomplete and the radial coordinate of a cosmic island is finite. For
example, we may take the maximum of the radial coordinate to be rmax . 1 as the same as
this case k = 1 in the Friedmann model. This implies that not only is the maximum of the
radial coordinate of a supersphere finite, but also the maximum of the radial coordinate of
a superplane or a hyper-hyperboloid is finite and may be taken as 1. We discuss the first
sort of modes in the present part.
In this case, not that we describe the evolution of the whole universe, but that we describe
approximately the evolution of a cosmic island. In fact, in contrast with the conventional
theory, the universe as a whole does not change in essence according to the present model,
although every cosmic island is changing (expands, contracts or inflates).
We will see that the probability that particles get out of a cosmic island is very little.
Consequently a cosmic island seems to be the whole cosmos for an observer inside it.
In this case, the cosmological principle does no longer hold strictly, the RW metric is no
longer applicable, and a new metric is necessary for the incomplete hypersurfaces.
The inferences of the first model can still be obtained by the second model. The differences
between the two model are follows.
1. In addition to conjectures 1 and 2 in the first model, the second model increases a new
conjecture about incomplete supersurfaces.
2. There are new inferences.
A. The universe must be composed of infinite s− cosmic islands, v− cosmic islands and
transitional regions.
B. Some huge redshifts (e.g. the big redshifts of quasi-stellar objects) possibly are ‘the
mass redshifts’ which is caused by less mass meT of an electron than given me.
C. It is possible that a v−black hole with its big enough mass and density can transform
into a huge white hole in the V − breaking or the S − breaking.
In section 17, the conjecture about incomplete supersurfaces are presented; in section
18, in section 6, contraction of space, the highest temperature and inflation of space are
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discussed; in section 7, some new predictions are given; section 8 is the conclusion of the
part.
XVII. CONJECTURES
A. Conjectures
In addition to conjectures 1 and 2, the following conjecture is necessary for the present
model. In order to describe the conjecture, we first define incomplete hypersurfaces of
simultaneity.
Definition 4 Such hypersurfaces of simultaneity are called incomplete, if a hypersphere has
one hole, and a hyperplane or a hyper-hyperboloid is finite.
Conjecture 5 The metric describing incomplete hypersurfaces can be obtained by the
replacement of the curvature factor k in the RW metric by K = K
(
ρ
g
)
which is a
monotone and finite function of ρ
g
and dK/dρ
g
> 0. Here ρ
g
is the gravitational mass
density in the comoving coordinates.
In this case, K does no longer describe the quality of an incomplete supersurface in whole
and only describe differential quality of the incomplete supersurface. K corresponding to a
cosmic island can change from K > 0 to K = 0 or K < 0, because a cosmic island is finite
and its gravitational mass density ρg can change from ρg > 0 to ρg = 0 or < 0.
B. The new metric is applicable to incomplete hypersurfaces of simultaneity
The only difference between the new metric and the RW metric is that K is changeable
in the new metric.
A few explanations for the conjecture as follows:
(1) The basic promise of a hypersurface of simultaneity to be complete is that the universe
evolves as a whole. If the universe is composed of infinite s − cosmic islands and v −
cosmic islands which evolve individually, the hypersurface of every cosmic island must be
incomplete.
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k in the RW metric cannot change from k = 1 to 0 and −1 for complete hypersurfaces
because of the relative topological theorems. But the topological theorems are not applicable
to the incomplete supersurfaces. In fact, there is no the same breaking, no unified evolution,
and no the same features for the cosmic islands. Hence the metrices of the cosmic islands
must be different from each other.
k can describe the topology feature for complete hypersurfaces. But K
(
ρ
g
)
describes
only the differential feature for the incomplete hypersurfaces.
The radial coordinate r in the spherical coordinates is finite for an incomplete hypersur-
face of simultaneity and rmax satisfies r
2
max . 1/Kmax (Kmax > 0 in this model), because a
cosmic island must be finite.
(2) In the Friedmann model the equation of
·
R is regarded as a first integral of the
equation of
··
R because of the matter conservation equation
·
ρ = −3 (ρ+ p)
·
R/R. In this
model, the equation of
·
ρ becomes the equation of
·
ρg (18.50) or (18.30) which is more complex,
because
·
K 6= 0. The equation (18.50) or (18.30) does not contradict any known experiment
and observation, because ρg is the gravitational mass density, rather than mass density.
The gravitational mass may be not conservational, although energy is still conservational.
In other words,
·
K 6= 0 and energy conservation are compossible. On the other hand,
from (18.49) , (18.44) and (18.41) we see that the the conservation equation of ρg holds
approximately when
·
K ∼ ∂K/∂r ∼ 0.
(3) Let hab (t, x
i) be the induced metric of the space-time metric gab on a homogeneous
hypersurface. Only when the uniqueness of the homogeneous hypersurface clan holds, the
variables t and xi of hab (t, x
i) can be separated, i.e. hab (t, x
i) = a2 (t) ĥab (x
i) , so that the
metric can be written as the RW metric[19]. When ρg = 0 or a hypersurfaces is incom-
plete, the uniqueness of the homogeneous hypersurface clan cannot hold. Thus, t and xi in
hab (t, x
i) cannot be separated completely and the new metric (K = K (t, xi)) is necessary.
In fact, only when ρg ∼ 0,
·
K 6= 0. When ρ
g
6= 0 so that
·
K ∼ 0, the evolution equations
of the present model are consistent with those of the Friedmann model in form.
XVIII. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS OF SPACE
The only difference between the two models is the curvature factors in them to be different
from each other. Hence (2.1)− (3.12) are still applicable to the second model, because they
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are independent of the curvature factor.
A. The evolution equations in a new metric
Based on the new metric described by conjecture 3, we have
(ds)2 = − (dt)2
+R2 (t)
{
(dr)2
1−K(ρ
g
)r2
+ (rdθ)2 + (r sin θdϕ)2
}
. (18.1)
(18.1) implies g00 = −1, g11 = R2 (t) /
(
1−K(ρ
g
)r2
)
, g22 = R
2 (t) r2, g33 = R
2 (t) r2 sin2 θ
and the others to be zero. Form this we can determine Γλµν and Rµν ,
R00 = g00
3
··
R
R
+
r2
2 (1−Kr2)
2 ·R ·K
R
+
··
K +
3r2
·
K
2
2 (1−Kr2)
 , (18.2)
R11 = g11{2
·
R
2
R2
+
2K
R2
+
··
R
R
+
r2
2 (1−Kr2)
4 ·R ·K
R
+
··
K +
3r2
·
K
2
2 (1−Kr2)
+ r∂K
R2∂r
}, (18.3)
R22 = g22
2 ·R2
R2
+
2K
R2
+
··
R
R
+
r2
2 (1−Kr2)
·
R
·
K
R
+
r∂K
2R2∂r
 , (18.4)
R33 = g33
2 ·R2
R2
+
2K
R2
+
··
R
R
+
r2
2 (1−Kr2)
·
R
·
K
R
+
r∂K
2R2∂r
 , (18.5)
R01 = R10 =
r
·
K
(1−Kr2) , the others are zero. (18.6)
Matter in the universe may be regarded approximately as ideal gas distributed evenly in
the whole space. The energy-momentum tensor densities of the ideal gas are
TaMµν = (ρa + pa)UaµUaν + pagµν , a = s, v. (18.7)
Considering the potential energy densities in (2.14)− (2.15), we can rewrite (18.7) as
T˜aµν = [ρ˜a + p˜a]UµUν + p˜agµν , (18.8)
ρ˜a = ρa + V˜a (̟a) , p˜a = pa − V˜a(̟a). (18.9)
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From (2.17)− (2.18) we have
V˜s (̟s) = Vs (̟s) + V0, V˜v (̟v) = Vv (̟v) , (18.10)
TSgµν = T˜sµν − T˜vµν . (18.11)
in the S − breaking, and
V˜s (̟s) = Vs (̟s) , V˜v (̟v) = Vv (̟v) + V0, (18.11)
TV gµν = T˜vµν − T˜sµν , (18.13)
in the V − breaking. In fact, Vv = 0 because 〈ωv〉 = 0 in the S − breaking, hence ρ˜v = ρv
and p˜v = pv. Similarly, Vs = 0, ρ˜s = ρs and p˜s = ps in the V − breaking. In the present
model, the 4-velocities are
Uµ =
dxµ
dτ
, x1 = r, x2 = θ, x3 = ϕ, (18.14)
U1 =
dr
dτ
=
q√
1− v2 , U
2 = U3 = 0, (18.15)
q =
dr
dt
, v = q
√
R2
1−Kr2 , (18.16)
U0 = g0νU
ν = g00U
0 = −U0 = −1√
1− v2 , (18.17)
U1 = g1νU
ν =
√
R2
1−Kr2 ·
v√
1− v2 . (18.18)
Let
Sgµν ≡ Tgµν − 1
2
gµνTg, Tg = T
λ
gλ = −ρ˜g + 3p˜g, (18.19)
Sg00 =
1
2
(ρ˜g + 3p˜g) +
v2
1− v2 (ρ˜g + p˜g) , (18.20)
Sg11 = g11
[
1
2
(ρ˜g − p˜g) + v
2
1− v2 (ρ˜g + p˜g)
]
, (18.21)
Sg22 = g22
1
2
(ρ˜g − p˜g) , S33 = g33 1
2
(ρ˜g − p˜g) , (18.22)
Sg01 = Sg10 =
√
R2
1−Kr2 ·
−v
1− v2 (ρ˜g + p˜g) . (18.23)
the others are all zero. Substituting (18.2)− (18.23) into (2.16) , we obtain
R˙2 +K +
r2
3 (1−Kr2)R
·
R
·
K +
r∂K
3∂r
= η
[
ρg + Vg +
v2
1− v2 (ρg + pg)
]
R2, η ≡ 8πG/3, (18.24)
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R¨− r
2
6 (1−Kr2)
·
R
·
K − r∂K
6R∂r
= −η
2
[
(ρg + 3pg)− 2Vg + 4v
2
1− v2 (ρg + pg)
]
R. (18.25)
R2r2
(1−Kr2)
3 ·R ·K
R
+
··
K +
3r2
·
K
2
2 (1−Kr2)
+ r∂K
∂r
= 6η
v2
1− v2 (ρg + pg)R
2, (18.26)
r
·
K
1−Kr2 = 3η
(−v)
1− v2
√
R2
1−Kr2 (ρg + pg) , (18.27)
In the S − breaking,
ρg = ρs − ρv, Vg = Vs + V0 − Vv, pg ≡ ps − pv. (18.28)
In the V − breaking,
ρg = ρv − ρs, Vg = Vv + V0 − Vs, pg ≡ pv − ps. (18.29)
From (18.24)− (18.27) we get
·
K{1 + r
2
1−Kr2 ·[
K
3
+
r
6
∂K
∂r
− η
2
R2
(
1 +
2v2
1− v2
)
(ρg + pg)
]
}
= η{R2 d
dt
[
ρg + Vg +
v2
1− v2 (ρg + pg)
]
+
(
3 +
4v2
(1− v2)
)
(ρg + pg)R
·
R} (18.30)
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B. The asymptotic solution of the equations (18.24) − (18.27)
1. The asymptotic solution of K (t, r)
As mentioned in the section above, the radial coordinate r must be finite and r2max <
1/Kmax. K (t, r) in (18.24)− (18.27) has such an asymptotic solution in the following form,
K =
D −D0
1 + S (r,D)
, (18.31)
S (r,D) ≡ (r2 − 1) [1− exp (−Ar2)] , A ≡ 1−D2
D2 (t) + δ2
(18.32)
D
(
ρ
g
)
≡ 2
π
arctanQ
(
ρ
g
)
, ρ
g
= Vg +
ρgR
3
R31
, (18.33)
where ρ
g
is the gravitational mass density in the comoving coordinates, Q
(
ρ
g
)
is a
monotonously increasing function of ρ
g
, and 0 ≤ D0 < 1, δ is a small positive parame-
ter. Q
(
ρ
g
)
can be so chosen that
Q (0) = 0, dQ/dρ
g
> 0,
Q
(
ρ
g
)
−→∞ when ρ
g
−→ ∞,
Q
(
ρ
g
)
−→ −∞ when ρ
g
−→ −ρ
g0
/Aρ, (18.34)
e.g.
Q
(
ρ
g
)
= ln
Aρρg + ρg0
ρ
g0
, (18.35)
where ρ
gc
and Aρ are all positive parameters. In the present model, ρg must be finite in any
case. We will see V0 ≥ ρg > −ρg0/Aρ.
In general, ρ
g
= ρ
g
(r, t) so that D = D (r, t). In fact, we will see that ρ
g
≃ ρ
g
(t) in many
cases, because the cosmological principle holds approximately. Thus, we take ρ
g
= ρ
g
(t)
and D = D (t) as an approximate solution in the following.
D
(
ρ
g
)
is a monotone and finite function of ρ
g
due to (18.31)− (18.35) ,
D ∼ 0 provided ρ
g
∼ 0,
K ∼ −D0
r2
only when r is large and ρ
g
∼ 0, (18.36)
K ∼ −D0, when r ∼ 0 and ρg ∼ 0 (18.37)
K −→ ±1 −D0, when Q
(
ρ
g
)
−→ ±∞. (18.38)
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It is considered in (18.36)−(18.37) that Vg = 0 when ρg ∼ 0, because Vg ∼ 0 after reheating.
It is seen from (18.36)− (18.38) that K (r, t) is dependent on r only when r is very large
and ρ
g
∼ 0. In this case, K ∼ (r∂K/∂r) ∼ −D0/r2 ∼ 0 and
(
r
·
K
)
∼
·
D/r ∼ 0 may still be
neglected, because r is very large. Thus (18.24)− (18.27) is still approximately independent
of r.
2. Discussion of K
1.
·
K ∼ 0 when Q2 −→∞.
For monotonously expanding space, ρ
g
(t) is a monotone decreasing function of t, hence
·
ρ
g
. 0. Considering D
(
ρ
g
)
and K are all monotonously increasing functions of ρ
g
since
dQ/dρ
g
= (2/π) a/
(
ρ
g
+ ρ
g0
/Aρ
)
> 0, from (18.31)− (18.35) we have
·
D =
2
π
dQ/dρ
g
1 +Q2
·
ρ
g
. 0, (18.39)
·
K =
·
D
1 + S
[
1 + r2
(
r2 − 1) K
1 + S
2D (1 + δ2)
(D2 + δ2)2
exp
(−Ar2)] ,
·
K ∼
·
D
1 + S
, when D, K, or r ∼ 0, or Ar2 is large (18.40)
Considering K, S and D are all finite, from (18.31)− (18.32) we have
·
K ∼ 0, provided
·
D ∼ 0 or S is large, (18.41)
··
K ∼ 0,
··
D ∼ 0, provided ·ρ
g
∼ 0
and
··
ρ
g
∼ 0 or Q2 −→∞. (18.42)
·
D,
··
D,
·
K and
··
K must be finite.
2. r∂K/∂r ∼ 0, provided A ∼ 0, or r ∼ 0, or K ∼ 0.
From (18.31)− (18.32) we have
r∂K
∂r
= − 2Kr
2
(1 + S)
{1− [1 + A (1− r2)] exp (−Ar2)}. (18.43)
From (18.43), and (18.26)− (18.27) we
r∂K
∂r
∼ 0, provided A ∼ 0, or r ∼ 0, or K ∼ 0,
or
·
K ∼
··
K ∼ 0. (18.44)
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When r is very large and ρ
g
∼ 0
r∂K
∂r
∼ −2D0
r2
. (18.45)
In the case, r∂K/∂r may still be neglected, when D0/r
2 ≪ 1. It is seen that (18.31) is
indeed an asymptotic solution of K (t, r).
Sum up, it is seen that we may take r∂K/∂r ∼ 0 so that K (r, t) ∼ K (t) approximately.
3. Reduction of (18.24)− (18.27) and (18.30) when Q2 is very large.
As mentioned above, K ∼ ±1−D0 and r∂K/∂r ∼
·
K ∼
··
K ∼ 0 provided Q2 −→ ∞, and
K ∼ D (t)−D0 when r ∼ 0. In the two cases, , from (18.26)− (18.27) we get
(−v)
1− v2 (ρ+ p) ∼ 0,
r∂K
∂r
∼ 0. (18.46)
and (18.24)− (18.25) is reduced to
R˙2 +K = η [ρg + Vg]R
2, (18.47)
R¨ = −η
2
[(ρg + 3pg)− 2Vg]R. (18.48)
When Q2 −→∞, (18.30) is reduced to
R2
d
dt
[ρg + Vg] + 3 (ρg + pg)R
·
R = 0. (18.49)
The equations are independent of r.
When r ∼ 0, (18.30) is reduced to
·
D ∼
·
K = η{R2 d
dt
(ρg + Vg) + 3 (ρg + pg)R
·
R} < 0. (18.50)
When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r ∼ 0, considering Vg = 0 after reheating and pg = ργg/3 > 0 when ρg = 0
, from (18.24)− (18.25) and (18.31)− (18.33) we have
·
R
2
= D0 > 0, R¨/R = − (3η/2) pg < 0. (18.51)
4. Reduction of (18.24)− (18.27) and (18.30) when ρ
g
∼ 0.
The results (18.46)− (18.49) still hold for very large r, provided Q2 is large enough. But
the results do no long hold for very large r and ρ
g
∼ 0 due to Q (0) = 0. When ρ
g
∼ 0
and r is very large, D
(
ρ
g
)
∼ 0 and K ∼ −D0/r2 due to (18.37). From (18.39) we have
·
D = (2/π) (Aρ/ρg0)
·
ρ and
·
K =
·
D/r2 when ρ
g
∼ 0. Thus, r∂K/∂r ∼ K ∼ −D0/r2 ∼ 0 and
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(
r
·
K
)
∼
·
D/r ∼ 0 may be neglected when ρ
g
∼ 0 and r is very large. Considering Vg = 0
after reheating, (18.24)− (18.27) is reduced to(
R˙
R
)2
≃ −
·
D
3 (1 +D0)
R˙
R
+ ηρg, (18.52)
R¨
R
≃
·
DR˙
6 (1 +D0)R
− 3η
2
pg, (18.53)
3
R˙
·
D
R
+
··
D +
3
·
D
2
2 (1 +D0)
≃ 0, (18.54)
0 ≃ (−v)
1− v2pg, (18.55)
R˙ > 0 because space is expanding. Hence
·
D < 0,
·
ρ < 0, R¨ < 0 when ρ
g
∼ 0. (18.56)
due to (18.52)− (18.53).
When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r ∼ 0, we have D
(
ρ
g
)
∼ 0, K ∼ −D0,
·
K =
·
D = (2/π) (Aρ/ρg0)
·
ρ,
and r∂K/∂r ∼
(
r
·
K
)
∼ 0 may be neglected. Thus (18.24)− (18.25) is reduced to
R˙2 ≃ D0 + ηρg > 0, R¨ ≃ −3η
2
pgR ≃ −η
2
ργgR < 0. (18.57)
In this case, (18.56) still holds. When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r is large,
·
ρg = −
3R˙
2R
pg =
·
D
2 (1 +D0)
pg < 0.
When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r ∼ 0,
·
ρg = −3pg
·
R/R +
·
D/ηR2 < 0.
5. It is possible that R¨ > 0 when
·
R = 0.
As mentioned above, when ρ
g
∼ 0, we have
··
R < 0 and R˙ > 0 so that
·
ρg < 0. Hence
space will continue to expand with a deceleration and ρ
g
will become negative.
Let t = t2 when ρg (t2) = 0. Because of (18.56) ,
·
ρ
g
< 0 so that ρ
g
(t) = ρ
g
(t2) +
·
ρ
g
(t− t2) < 0 when t > t2. Thus
·
R (t) = 0 is possible when t = t1 > t2, because
··
R < 0
when t = t2 and ρg (t) < 0.
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When
·
R (t1) = 0, from (18.24)− (18.25) we have
R¨ = − K
2R
− 3η
2
[
pg +
v2
1− v2 (ρg + pg)
]
R. (18.58)
From (18.31)−(18.35) , (18.40) and (18.43) we see that when Aρρg/ρg0 ∼ −1, K ∼ −1−D0,
Q2 −→ ∞,
·
K ∼ 0 and r∂K/∂r ∼ 0. Thus, r
·
K and r∂K/∂r may be neglected when(
−Aρρg/ρg0
)
is large. Consequently, (18.58) may be reduced to
R¨ = − K
2R
− 3η
2
pgR ≃ − K
2R
− η
2
ργgR. (18.59)
It i.e. seen that all R¨ > 0, = 0 and R¨ < 0 are possible when
·
R (t1) = 0, because K ∼
−1−D0 < 0. If R¨ (t1) < 0, space will contract with a deceleration when t > t1. If R¨ (t1) = 0,
space will be static when t > t1. If R¨ (t1) > 0, space will expand with an acceleration when
t > t1. This is because ρg will decrease as space expands (see (18.65)). We will discuss the
case R¨ (t1) > 0 in the present paper.
6. A conservation equation.
It is impossible that the s−particles transforms into the v−particles when temperature
is low. When temperature is high enough (T & Tcr, see the following), it is possible that
〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 so that the masses of all particles are zero. Thus, the s− particles and the
v − particles can transform from one to another by (2.10) . We discuss (18.49) as follows.
As mentioned above,
·
K ∼ 0 when Q2 −→ ∞. In the case, (18.49) is a conservation
equation. Let ρg = ρmg + ρlg + ργg, pmg ∼ 0 and plg = κρlg (0 < κ < 1/3) for a given
temperature. For photon-like particles, pγg = ργg/3. Here ρm is the mass density of the
particles with so large masses that ρm ≫ pm, ρl is the mass density of the particles whose
masses are small, but cannot be neglected for the given temperature. From (18.49) we have
−R2 d
dt
Vg =
1
R
d
dt
(
ρmgR
3
)
+
1
R1+3κ
d
dt
(
ρlgR
3(1+κ)
)
+
1
R2
d
dt
(
ργgR
4
)
. (18.60)
Vg = dVg/dt = 0 after reheating. (18.60) may be regarded as the conservation equation of
the gravitation mass. The transformation of the s− particles and the v− particles may be
neglected when temperature is low. After particles decouple, from (18.60) we have
ρsmR
3 = Csm, ρvmR
3 = Cvm, ρslR
3(1+κ) = Csl,
ρvlR
3(1+κ) = Cvl, ρsγR
4 = Csγ, ρvγR
4 = Cvγ , (18.61)
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Csm etc. are constants. It is seen that the individual conservation of s−energy and v−energy
holds only approximately in low temperatures. In the S − breaking, ρvγ = 0 because the
masses of all v − SU(5) color-single states are not zero. Similarly, in the V − breaking,
ρsγ = 0.
When
·
K cannot be neglected, the conservation equation (18.49) is no long held. From
(18.50) we see that there must be
·
ρ
g
6= 0 when
·
K 6= 0. This does not contradict any known
experiment and observation, because ρg = ρv − ρs or = ρs − ρv, rather than energy density
ρ = ρv + ρs. Although the gravitational mass is not conservational, the total energy, whose
density is ρ, can still be conservational. Consequently
·
K 6= 0 and energy conservation are
compossible.
7.
·
K cannot be neglected in the period from K = 0 to ρg = 0.
Let D
(
ρ′
g
)
− D0 ∼ 0, then K ∼ 0 and ρg > 0 due to (18.31) and (18.33), but
·
K 6= 0
so that v = v (r, t) cannot be neglected due to (18.27). In the case, (18.24) − (18.27) is
dependent on r. (18.24)− (18.27) is independent of r when ρg ∼ 0 due to (18.52)− (18.57).
When D
(
ρ
g
)
> D0 due to ρg > ρ
′
g
, K > 0 and Q is large. In the case, as mentioned above,
·
K and r∂K/∂r may be neglected and (18.24)− (18.27) is reduced to (18.46)− (18.49) .
8. The definition of ρ
g
.
Letting (ρmg1 + ρlg 1 + ργg1) 6= 0 (ρgm1 ≡ ρgm (t1) etc.), considering the Higgs potential,
we define ρ
g
as
ρ
g
= Vg + (ρmg + ρlg + ργg)R
3/R31, (18.62)
where ρbg = ρsb − ρvb, b = m, l or γ, ρvγg = 0 and Vg = Vs + V0 − Vv in the S − breaking.
When T & Tcr, then ρg = ρs − ρv = 0 and Vg = V0. Thus
ρ
g
= V0 > 0 (18.63)
so that
·
K ∼ 0.
Vg = 0 after inflation. Thus, we have
ρ
g
= (ρmg + ρlg + ργg)R
3/R31. (18.64)
When temperature is so low that ρl ≫ pl, we may take ρl ∼ 0. Thus, considering ρgmR3 ≃
ρgm1R
3
1 and ρgγR
4 = ρgγ1R
4
1, we can reduce (18.64) to
ρ
g
= ρvm1 − ρsm1 + ρgγ1R1/R. (18.65)
When R1/R≪ 1, we have
·
K ∼ ·ρ
g
∼ 0.
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XIX. CONTRACTION OF SPACE, THE HIGHEST TEMPERATURE AND IN-
FLATION OF SPACE
The temperature effects in the second model are the same as those in the first model.
Analogously to the first model, there are Tcr, Tmax, Rmin and inflation, and there is no
singularity in the second model as well.
A. Contraction of space
The contracting process in the second model is similar to that in the first model. The
difference is that the boundary condition (6.13) is more obviously satisfied in the second
model than in the first model.
In the S − breakng, we consider the space contraction process. In low temperatures,
Vg = 0, ρsm ≫ ρsγ , ρg = ρsm − ρvm & ρg0. In this case,
·
K ∼ 0 and K > 0 could be regarded
as a constant and space will contract because of (18.47) − (18.48) . When Ts ≪ Tcr, the
transformation ρs into ρv may be ignored. In this case, space will monotonously contract
faster and faster.
Ts and Tv must go up high as R decreases. When Ts ∼ Tcr, the masses all particles tend
to zero. Consequently the thermal equilibrium between s −matter and v −matter comes
into being due to (2.10). After thermal equilibrium, the number and the energy of every
sort of particles will satisfy statistical distribution determined by their spins. Considering
(5.26) and the symmetry of s− particles and v − particles, when Ts & Tcr, we have
Ts = Tv = T, ρs (Ts) = ρv (Tv) ≡ ρ (T ) = π
2
30
g∗T 4, (19.1)
g∗s = gsB + 7gsF/8 = g
∗
v = gvB + 7gvF/8 ≡ g∗.
where gaB (gaF ) is the total number of the spin states of a− bosons (a− fermions) , and
ρa (Ta)R
4 (Ta) = Da, ρa (Ta) =
π2
30
g∗aT
4
a , (19.2)
TR (T ) = TcrR (Tcr) . (19.3)
Vs = Vv = 0 when Ts ≥ Tcr due to 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0. Considering (5.26) , (18.63) , (18.47)−
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(18.48) and (19.1) , when Ts ≥ Tcr, we have
ρg + Vg = ρs (Ts)− ρv (Tv) + Vs + V0 − Vv = V0, (19.4)
K = K (V0) ≡ Kcr = 1−D0 > 0, (19.5)
R˙2 = −Kcr + ηV0R2, (19.6)
R¨ = ηV0R > 0. (19.7)
It is seen that when T ≥ Tcr, s − matter and v − matter are completely symmetric, and
both s − SU(5) and v − SU(5) hold strictly. (19.4) and (19.6) − (19.7) are the certain
results of space contraction and conjecture 1. This is different from the conventional theory
in essence. If there is only one sort of matter as the conventional theory or ρs and ρv cannot
transform from one into other, space will continue to contract and Ts and Tv will continue
to rise provided ρgR
2 −K > 0. In fact, in this case, space will contract to a singular point
and Ts and Tv tend to infinite.
〈ωv〉 = 〈ωs〉 = 0 is the sufficient but is not the necessary condition for (19.4). In fact,
provided the following conditions are realized, (19.4) can come into being when Ts < Tcr as
well.
A. m (ωa, Tv, Ts) , m (fa, Tv, Ts) and m (ga, Tv, Ts) will decrease because Tv and Ts arise.
Here fa and ga denote fermions and gauge bosons, respectively. When m (ωa, Tv, Ts) ∼
m (fa, Tv, Ts) or m (ga, Tv, Ts) , Ωa or ϕa and fa or ga can transform from one into other by
the SU(5) couplings.
B. When m (ωs, Tv, Ts) ∼ m (ωv, Tv, Ts) , ωs and ωv can transform from one into other by
(2.10).
The two conditions can be realized as well when Ts ∼ Tv . T [9]cr .
Even when χs and χv are considered, the above conclusions still hold qualitatively.
B. There is non-singularity in the second model, the highest temperature and
inflation of space
It is seen from (19.6)− (19.7) there no singularity of space-time in the second model.
If space does not contract, it is necessary that there is no space-time singularity because
of the cosmological principle. (19.6)− (19.7) is consistent with the Lemaitre model without
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singularity in which ρg = 0, K = 1 and the cosmological constant λeff > 0
[20]. It is seen
that there is no singularity in the present model. This can be explained in detail as follows.
Let Rcr = R (Tcr) . If
·
R
2
cr = −Kcr + ηV0R2cr ≥ 0, i.e. Rcr ≥
√
Kcr/ηV0, (19.8)
R can continue to decrease with a deceleration or stop contracting. Hence there must be
the least scale Rmin ≤ Rcr, the critical temperature Tcr, the highest temperature Tmax and
the largest energy density ρmax :
0 < Rmin =
√
Kcr/ηV0 ≤ Rcr, Tcr ≡ 2µ/
√
λ, (19.9)
Tmax = T (Rmin) = TcrRcr/Rmin ≥ Tcr, (19.10)
ρmax = ρsmax + ρvmax = 2
π2
30
g∗T 4max. (19.11)
(19.2)− (19.3) is considered in (19.9)− (19.11) .
It is seen from (19.9) that the boundary condition (6.13) must be satisfied. Consequently,
there must be no singularity in the second model as well, because of the theorem related to
singularity and the discussion in section 6.
It is seen from (19.6)− (19.7) that when R decreases to Rmin, space inflation must occur.
R =
√
Kcr
ηV0
cosh
√
ηV0 (t− tFI)
=
√
Kcr
ηV0
coshH (t− tFI) ,
√
ηV0 ≡ H, (19.12)
=
√
Kcr
ηV0
= Rmin > 0 when t = tFI (19.13)
∼ 1
2
√
Kcr
ηV0
expH (t− tFI) when H (t− tFI) >> 1, (19.14)
tFI is the final of the s-world and the beginning moment. (Kcr/R
2
min) or V0 and Tcr are two
new important constants, and Tmax and ρmax are determined by Rmin, Rcr and Tcr. It is seen
from (19.9)− (19.11) that all R, T and ρ must be finite in this case. The meanings of the
parameters are that when T = Tcr, 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωv〉 = 0 and R = Rcr, and when R = Rmin,
T = Tmax or ρ = ρmax and
·
R = 0.
We know that the duration of inflation τ must be finite, because T will descend extremely
fast due to inflation and the inflation process is a supercooled process. When T < Tcr, V = V0
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is the maximum so that the phase transition (i.e. reheating process) must occur. After τ,
R has a large enough increase.
Rcr ≥
√
Kcr/ηV0 in (19.8) is the condition of space inflation. By (19.1) − (19.3) and
(19.9)− (19.11) , considering V0 = µ4/4λ and Kcr > 0, we can rewrite Rcr ≥
√
Kcr/ηV0 as
(TR)2 = (TcrRcr)
2 ≥ Kcr
η
(
4
µ
)2
or
Ds = ρcrR
4
cr ≥ g∗
(πKcr)
2
30η2
(
4
µ
)4
≡ Dcr. (19.15)
If R (Tcr) <
√
Kcr/ηV0 or Ds < Dcr, this implies that
·
R = 0 already occurs before R
contracts to Rcr or Ts rises to Tcr, i.e., Rmin > Rcr and T (Rmin) = Tmax < Tcr. Consequently
Tcr and Rcr cannot be reached. there are still 〈ωs (Ts)〉 6= 0 and 〈ωv〉 = 0. In this case, there
are still 〈ωs (Ts)〉 6= 0 and 〈ωv〉 = 0, and all Rmin, Tmax, ρg, ρs and ρv must still be finite, i.e.
there is no space-time singularity. In this case, it is necessary that
·
R = 0,
··
R > 0, when R = Rmin > Rcr, (19.16)
because Rmin is the end of contracting R. In this case, space will expand still in the S −
breaking, but space inflation cannot occur.
We see from mentioned above that in any case of the contracting process, there must be
Rmin > 0 and the finite Tmax. Because of the cosmological principle, all ρs, ρv, ρ˜Sg = ρ˜s− ρ˜v,
p˜Sg = p˜s− p˜v and pa 6 ρa/3 are finite. Hence all Tsµν , Tvµν and Tgµν = Tsµν−Tvµν are finite.
Substituting the finite Tgµν into the Einstein field equation (2.13) , we see that Rµν and gµν
must be finite.
According to the present model, the universe is composed of infinite s-cosmic islands and
v-cosmic islands. The cosmic islands are different from each other. Hence every possibility
can be realized. There must be no singularity in any case.
Thus, we have proved that there is no singularity in present model.
The process of space inflation is the same as that in the first model (see section 7.2).
XX. EVOLVING PROCESS OF SPACE AFTER INFLATION
We discuss the expanding process after reheating as follows. After reheating process,
expansion of space can be divide into three stages. The three stages are the early stage, the
stage from ρg ∼ 0 to
·
R ∼ 0 and the final stage in which space expands with an acceleration.
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A. The three stage of the universe evolution
1. The reheating process and the early stage in which space expands with a deceleration
As the same as the first model, there is the reheating process after inflation. (7.1)− (7.3)
is still applicable for the second model.
After the reheating, Vg = 0. K,
·
K and r∂K/∂r may be neglected because ρ
g
= ρ
v
−ρ
s
≫
ρ
g
/Aρ in the early stage. Thus, (18.24)−(18.25) and (18.30) are reduced to (18.47)−(18.49)
in which Vg = 0. Thus, space must expand with a deceleration in the early stage after
reheating.
2. The stage from ρg (t2) ∼ 0 to
·
R (t1) ∼ 0.
After temperature descends sharply, ρg will decrease to ρg (t2) = 0 and finally ρg < 0,
because ρmg = ρvm − ρsm ∼ R−3, ρlg = ρvl − ρsl ∼ R−3(1+κ) and ργg = ρvγ ∼ R−4. When
temperature is so low that pl ≪ ρl, we may rewrite ρv = ρvm + ρvγ and ρs = ρsm. The
stage from ρg (t2) ∼ 0 to
·
R (t1) ∼ 0 (t1 > t2) has been discussed in section 18.2 (see
(18.52)− (18.59)). In contrast with the conventional theory, both ρg (t1) < 0 and
··
R (t1) > 0
are possible when
·
R (t1) = 0 so that space will expand with an acceleration up to now.
3. The final stage in which space expands with an acceleration
Space will continue to expand because R¨ (t1) > 0 after
·
R (t1) = 0. Thus, ρg (t) will
continue to decrease from ρg (t1) < 0 as R increases. Temperature will decrease as R
increases. When temperature is so low that pα ≪ ρα, we may rewrite ρv = ρvm + ρvγ and
ρs = ρsm. Considering ρmg ∼ R−3 and ργg ∼ R−4, we obtain ρg determined by (18.65). Thus
ρ
g
≃ ρ
mg1
when R1/R≪ 1 due to (18.65) and pg ∼ ργg/3 may be neglected. Consequently,
·
K ∼ 0,
··
K ∼ 0, v (ρg + pg) ∼ 0 and r∂K/∂r ∼ 0, and (18.24) − (18.25) and (18.30) are
reduced to
R˙2 = −K + ηρgR2, R¨ = −η
2
ρgR > 0, K ∼ −1−D0 (20.1)
·
ρg + 3ρg
·
R/R = 0. (20.2)
Thus, space will expand with an acceleration when t > t1.
Sum up, we see that after reheating, space first expands with a deceleration, then comes
to static (in fact, it is
·
R/R =
·
(R/R)min ≥ 0), and finally expands with an acceleration up
to now.
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B. Determination of a (t) in the second model
The exact solutions ofK (t, r) , v (t, r), R (t, r), ρg (t, r) and pg (t, r) are hardly determined.
Hence we have to discuss the asymptotic solutions. The asymptotic solution of K (t, r) had
been discussed in section 18.2. We discuss the asymptotic solutions of R (t, r) and ρg (t, r)
as follows.
The evolution equations have been derived in section 18.2. From (18.38) we see that
K ∼ 1 − D0 > 0 when Aρρg ≫ ρg0 and K ∼ −1 − D0 < 0 when Aρρg −→ −ρg0. In the
two cases, (18.24) − (18.27) is reduced to (18.46) − (18.49). When K ∼ 0,
·
K cannot be
neglected and (18.24)− (18.27) is dependent on r. When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r ∼ 0, K ∼ −D0 and
(18.24) − (18.25) are reduced to (18.57). When ρ
g
∼ 0 and r is large, K ∼ −D0/r2 and
(18.24) − (18.25) is reduced to (18.52) − (18.53). When
·
R ∼ 0, 0 > K > −1 − D0 and
(18.25) is reduced to (18.59) . The equations (18.52) − (18.53) , (18.57) and (18.59) are all
independent of r.
After reheating, ρ
g
and K decrease as space expands. The process is as follows. K ∼
1 −D0, ρg ≫ ρg0/Aρ and
··
R < 0 −→ K = 0, ρ
g
= ρ′
g
> 0 and
··
R < 0 −→ K ∼ −D0, ρg = 0
and
··
R < 0 −→ K & −1−D0,
·
R = 0 and
··
R > 0 −→ K ∼ −1−D0,
·
R > 0 and
··
R > 0.
In the early stage after reheating, ρg is so large that ηρgR
2 ≫ K. Hence, in this case, K
cannot influence evolution of space markedly so that K may be taken as −1 for convenience.
The two stages from K ∼ 0 to ρg ∼ 0 and from ρg ∼ 0 to
·
R ∼ 0 are short. As mentioned
above, K . 0 in the two stages. As a rough approximation for the whole evolving process,
we take K = −1 in the two stages. When Aρρg + ρg0 & 0, K ∼ −1 − D0, we may
take K = −1 because K/R2 describe the curvature of space and is measurable. From
the approximation we can see the main evolving features of the universe. Based on the
approximation,
·
rK = r∂K/∂r = 0 and (18.24)− (18.27) is reduced to
R˙2 +K = ηρgR
2, K = −1, (20.3)
R¨ = −η
2
(ρg + 3pg)R, , (20.4)
R2
d
dt
ρg + 3 (ρg + pg)R
·
R = 0. (20.5)
(20.3) − (20.5) are the same as (4.5) − (4.6) and (4.9) in which Vg =
·
V g = 0. Hence the
inferences (7.10)− (7.23) can be derived from (20.3)− (20.5) .
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XXI. TRANSFORMATION OF REPULSIVE POTENTIAL ENERGY CHIEFLY
INTO THE KINETIC ENERGY OF SU(5) SINGLETS
In the section we consider the repulsion between s-matter and v-matter in the flat space-
time and the Newtonian mechanics.
The repulsion potential energy between v−matter and s−matter is determined by the
distributing mode of s−matter and v −matter. In V − breaking, v − particles with their
masses can form v − celestial bodies, but s − SU(5) color single states cannot form any
dumpling and must distribute loosely in space. Consequently, the huge repulsion potential
energy must chiefly transform into the kinetic energy of s− SU(5) color single states when
the v − celestial bodies form or space expands. In fact, when flat space expands N times,
i.e., R −→ NR, the repulsive-potential energy density Vr becomes Vr/N and
△ Vr = (1− 1/N)Vr. (21.1)
Consider a system in flat space which is composed of a v − body with its mass M and a
s− colour single state with its mass m. It is easy to get the rate △Em/△EM for static M
and m at the initial moment.
△Em
△EM =
2M +△Vr
2m+△Vr . (21.2)
Because M ≫ m, △Em > △EM .
Space expansion is not the necessary condition to transform repulsive potential energy
into kinetic energy. Supposing
·
R = 0 and some v −matter gathers to a region and forms
a galaxy, s − color single states, which are initially in the region, must be repulsed away
from the region by the celestial bodies in the galaxy. Consequently, the repulsive potential
energy chiefly transforms into the kinetic energy of the s−matter.
There are four of causes for
·
ρ
g
6= 0 :
1. It is seen from (18.50) that
·
K 6= 0 can cause ·ρ
g
6= 0. Of course, ·ρ
g
6= 0 is the cause of
·
K 6= 0.
2. The change of ρ
g
can be caused by the transformation of s−particles and v−particles
from one to another when temperature is high enough;
3. The expansion or contraction of space causes the change of ρ
g
, because of ρsm and
that ρsm ∼ R−3 and ρvγ ∼ R−4.
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4. The repulsion potential chiefly transform to kinetic energy of the SU(5) singlets when
·
R ∼ 0 and galaxies form.
One effect of the repulsion between s − matter and v − matter is that it can prevent
v − galaxies are teared by expansion of space with an acceleration. Any galaxy must
undergo a pressure coming from s-matter surrounding the galaxy. The pressure can prevent
the v − galaxy are teared by expansion of space with an acceleration.
XXII. NEW PREDICTIONS
A. The second model can obtain the three predictions of the first model and
explain primordial, CMBR and the large scale structure.
The three predictions of the first model can be obtained by the second model as well.
For the third prediction, in contrast with the first model, after a black hole with its mass
and density big enough inflate, the black hole can transit into either of the S − breaking
and the V − breaking.
Letting there be a v − black hole with its mass and density to be so huge that its
temperature can arrive to Tv & Tcr = 2µ/
√
λ when the black hole contracts by its self-
gravitation, then the expectation values of the Higgs fields inside the v − black hole will
change from ̟v = ̟v0 and ̟s = 0 into ̟v = ̟s = 0. Consequently, inflation must
occur. After inflation, the most symmetric state will transit into the S − breaking or
the V − breaking. No matter which breaking appears, the energy of the black hole must
transform into both v − energy and s − energy. Thus, a v − observer will find that the
black hole disappears and a white hole appears.
As the same as the first model, the second model can explain primordial nucleosynthesis,
CMBR and the large scale structure of space-time. As mentioned in section 20.2, after
inflation and reheating, Vg =
·
V g = 0, the evolution equation can approximately be reduced
to (20.3)− (20.5) in which K ∼ −1. In the case, (20.3)− (20.5) are the same as (4.5)− (4.6)
and (4.9) of the first model. Hence the second model, as the same as the first model, can
explain primordial nucleosynthesis, CMBR and the large scale structure as well.
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B. The universe is composed of infinite s-cosmic islands and v-cosmic islands
If there is one sort of spontaneous symmetry breaking, the hypersurfaces of the universe
must be complete. Hence K cannot change and there is only one sort of evolving mode in
the whole universe. In contrast with the conventional theory, there are two sorts of matter
and the two sorts of breaking. The S − breaking and the V − breaking are different in
essence and symmetric. Hence it is possible that some regions of the universe can exist in
the S − breaking, and the others can exist in the the -V − breaking. Consequently the
universe must be composed of s − cosmic islands with the S − breaking and v − cosmic
islands with the V − breaking. Of course, a transitional region (T − region) must exist
between a s− island and a v − island.
Every cosmic island is only one part of the universe, must be finite and evolves individu-
ally. Consequently its hypersurface of simultaneity must be incomplete and its metric must
be different with the RW-metric which describes a complete hypersurface.
In the s − islands, 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωs〉0 and 〈ωv〉 = 0, s − particles forms s − galaxies and
v− particles form v−SU(5) singlets which corresponds to so-called dark energy. The same
results hold for v − islands because of conjecture 1.
Through the transitional regions, 〈ωv〉 = 〈ωv〉0 and 〈ωs〉 = 0 will transit to 〈ωs〉 = 〈ωs〉0
and 〈ωv〉 = 0. Hence all 〈ωs〉, 〈ωv〉, Vs and Vv are not equal to zero and the expectation
values 〈ωs〉T and 〈ωv〉T inside the T − region must satisfy
0 <| 〈ωs〉T |<| 〈ωs〉0 |, 0 <| 〈ωv〉T |<| 〈ωv〉0 | . (22.1)
There must be only v − islands neighboring a s − island. This is because that if two
s−cosmic islands are neighboring, they must form one new larger s−cosmic island in order
that V = Vmin.
Based on the following reasons, the probability is very little that a v − observer receives
messages from a s− island:
1. The probability must be very small that a s−particle (a quark, a lepton or a photon)
in a s− island comes into a v− island, because a s− particle in the s− island is non-color
single state. If a s − particle comes into the v − island, it would still be non-color single
state. This is impossible due to color confinement. Such a bound state as
(
uu∓ dd) /√2
is a SU(5) color single state in both V − breaking and S − breaking. It seems that it can
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comes into the v − cosmic island. In fact, it still hardly comes into the v − island, because
both masses are very different from each other. On the other hand, such states must be
unstable and will decay very fast in s− island.
2. The probability must be very small that a v− particle in the s− island come into the
v − island as well. The v − particle (a fermion or a gauge boson) in the s− cosmic island
must be massless. If the v − particle comes into the v − island, its mass will change from
m0 = 0 to m0 > 0. Thus it must suffer a strong-repulsive interaction, and hence it hardly
comes into the v − cosmic island.
3. It is important that 〈ωs〉T 6= 0 and 〈ωv〉T 6= 0. Hence it is necessary that ms 6= mT and
mv 6= mT , where ms, mv and mT are the masses of a particle when it is in a s − island, a
v − island or a T − region, respectively. Any particle coming into a T − region must emit
or absorb Higgs particles in order to change its mass from ms or mv to mT , i.e.
f −→ fT + h, h −→ gT + gT , f + h −→ fT , (22.2)
where f is a s− or v− particle coming into a T − region, fT is the particle f with its mass
mT in the T − region, h is a s− or v −Higgs particle, and gT and gT are any particle and
its anti-particle. The process hardly occur, because annihilation and creation of h will alter
the Higgs potential.
4. Higgs particles in the s − cosmic island must decay very fast into fermions or gauge
bosons, and hence they cannot come to the v − cosmic island.
In summary, any particle hardly go to another cosmic island. Particles coming to a
T − region will be reflected by the T − region. Thus a galaxy inside a cosmic island is
similar to an electron static in a metal sphere shell.
A v−cosmic island and a s−cosmic island can influence each other by the Higgs potential
in the T − region between both.
An observer in the cosmic island can regard the cosmic island as the whole cosmos. It
is possible that some cosmic islands are forming or expanding, and the other cosmic islands
are contracting.
Thus, according to the present model the cosmos as a whole is infinite and its properties
are always unchanging, and there is no starting point or end of time.
The sketch of the universe according to the second model is shown in figure 3. Figure 3
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C. Mass redshifts
Hydrogen spectrum is
ωnk = (En −Ek)/~ = −µe
4
2~3
(
1
n2
− 1
k2
), (22.3)
µ =
mM
m+M
, (22.4)
where m is the mass of an electron, and M is the mass of a proton. According the unified
model, m ∝ υe, the mass of a quark mq ∝ υq, and M ∝ mq, where υe and υq are the
expectation values of the Higgs fields coupling with the electron and the quark, respectively.
If there are some galaxies inside a T − region, from (22.1) we see that the mass mT of
an electron and the mass MT of a proton inside the T − region must be
mT < m, MT < M. (22.5)
Thus we have
µT < µ, (22.6)
△ωnk = ωnk − ωnkT = −(µ− µT )e
4
2~3
(
1
n2
− 1
k2
) < 0. (22.7)
This sort of red-shifts is called mass redshift. The mass redshift is essentially different
from the cosmological red-shift mentioned before. Thus, the photons coming from the star
in a T − region must have larger red-shift than that determined by the Hubble formula
at the same distance. Thereby we guess that some quasars are just the galaxies in the
T −region and they have the mass redshifts. The fine-structure constant is considered to be
changeable based on the redshifts of some quasars. In contrast with the guess, we consider
that the phenomenon is possibly because the mass of electrons changes, but is not because
the fine-structure constant changes.
An ordinary s− galaxy and a s− quasar can be neighboring, because a T − region must
be neighboring to an ordinary region.
XXIII. CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODEL BASED ON A NEW METRIC
Based on the two conjectures in the first model and a new metric which describes the
incomplete hypersurface, the second sort of the cosmological models without singularity is
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constructed. The inferences of the first model can be derived from the present model as
well. There is no singularity in the model and the cosmological constant λ = λeff = 0 is
determined although ρ0 is still very large and there is no the fine tuning problem, even if
λeff 6= 0.
Dark energy is explained as SU(5) singlets. This is because the SU(5) singlets can only
distribute loosely in space or form huge superclusters, cannot be observed and can cause
space to expand with an acceleration. In contrast with the dark energy, the gravitational
masses of the SU(5) singlets is negative, although their masses are all positive.
Space in the V − breaking has three evolving stages: Space first expands with a deceler-
ation because ρg = ρv − ρs > 0 and K > 0; then comes to static; and finally expands with
an acceleration up to now because ρg < 0 and K < 0.
There are the critical temperature Tcr, the highest temperature Tmax, the least scale Rmin
and the largest energy density ρmax in the universe. V0 or (Kcr/R
2
min) and Tcr are two new
important constants, and Tmax and ρmax are determined by R (Tcr).
The three new predicts of the first model have been obtained as well. Besides, there are
two new predictions in the present model.
The universe is composed of infinite s − cosmic islands and v − cosmic islands. Every
cosmic island is finite and evolves individually. The hypersurface of every cosmic island
must be incomplete. Hence the K − changeable metric is presented. An observer in the
cosmic island can regard the cosmic island as the whole cosmos. It is possible that some
cosmic islands are forming or expanding, and the other cosmic islands are contracting. Thus,
according to the present model the cosmos as a whole is infinite and its properties are always
unchanging, and there is no starting point or end of time.
There is mass redshift, because meT < me0, here meT is the mass of an electron in a
transitional region and me0 is the given mass of an electron. We guess that some quasars
are just the galaxies in a transitional region and they have the mass redshifts. The fine-
structure constant is considered to change based on the redshifts of some quasars according
to the conventional theory. In contrast with the guess, we consider that the phenomenon is
possibly because the mass of electrons changes, but is not because the fine-structure constant
changes.
An ordinary s− galaxy and a s− quasar can be neighboring, because a T − region must
be neighboring to an ordinary region.
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There is no physical restriction for Tµν originating from the field equation. Hence we can
suppose T µν,ν = 0, where T
µν may contain contribution gravitational field.
XXIV. SUMMATION
Essential new conjecture 1 is presented. Although conjecture 1 corrects the equivalence
principle (the principle is violated by the SU(5) singlets), but it does not contradict exper-
iments and observations up to now.
Based on conjecture 1, two cosmological models without singularity are constructed.
There is no singularity in the two models. Based on either of the two models, the cosmological
constant issue is solved, i.e. λ = λeff = 0; Dark energy is explained as SU(5) singlets; The
evolution of the universe is explained well and the distance-redshift relationship is derived
out which is consistent with observations up to now; The primordial nucleosynthesis, CMBR
and the large scale structure of space-time are explained; The five predictions are given (see
parts 1 and 2). According to either of the two models, there are the critical temperature
Tcr, the highest temperature Tmax, the least scale Rmin and the largest energy density ρmax
in the universe, and V0 or (Kcr/R
2
min) and Tcr are two new important constants in the two
models.
In contrast with the first model, according to the second model, the universe is composed
of infinite s−cosmic islands and v−cosmic islands; Every cosmic island is finite and evolves
individually; The cosmos as a whole is infinite and its properties are always unchanging, and
there is no starting point or end of time. There is mass redshift which is different from
the cosmological redshift.
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Abstract
Caption
1
Contents
Caption
Figure 1 The curve A describes evolution of a(t) from 14× 109yr ago to now; The curve
B describes evolution of a(t) from 13.7× 109yr ago to now.
Figure 2 The curve A describes the dL−z relation when Ωvγ0 = 0.001and Ωm0 = 0.3Ωvγ0+
2
√
Ωvγ0; The curve B describes the dL − z relation when Ωvγ0 = 0.05and Ωm0 = 2
√
Ωvγ0.
Figure 3 Av, Bv and Cv denote the v−cosmic islands with K = 1, −1 and 0, respectively;
As, Bs and Cs denote the s − cosmic islands with K = 1, −1 and 0, respectively. Every
cosmic island is finite so that its supersurface is incomplete.
2
